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ABSTRACT 

Pulsed plasma polymerization provides a highly efficient, single step, solventless 

method of surface functionalization. These surfaces can then be further 

derivatized for particular applications. The motivation underlying this work is to 

utilise this technique for a variety of applications to improve on existing methods 

of surface treatment. This approach is substrate independent and not hindered 

by geometry and in most cases the number of reactions stages required reach 

the desired product can be noticeably reduced. 

Applications for surface coatings produced in this research cover a wide 

area for example a single step method of manufacturing a thermally responsive 

coating for cell culture has been developed. Previous preparative methods have 

required three of more steps to produce the desired surface which comprises 

poly(n-isopropylacrylamide) and although attempts have been made employing 

plasma polymerization, the depositions were carried out under continuous wave 

conditions, resulting in irreversible adsorption of proteins at temperatures above 

that of the lower critical solution temperature. A significant increase in structural 

retention and a lesser degree of cross-linking resulting from the use of pulsed 

conditions in this work has eliminated this major drawback. 

The versatility of pulsed plasma chemical functionalization has also been 

exemplified by the surface immobilization of various initiating groups that can be 

further deployed to grow polymer brushes from the surface by a variety of well

established methods including atom transfer radical polymerization. This method 

has found to be suitable for a wide range of substrates such as silicon, 

polytetrafluoretylene and polystyrene beads. The formation of block copolymers 

and microscopic polymeric arrays has also been possible. 

Plasma polymer coatings generated from nitrogen-containing precursors 

have allowed the surface attachment of a Palladium catalyst, which in turn 

facilitates the electrodeless deposition of transition metals. Previously, catalysts 

could not be adhered to a substrate in less than four or five individual steps. The 

approach adopted here achieved the desired results in just two reaction stages. 
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Chapter 1 Plasmas 

1.1: Introduction 

Plasma assisted vapour deposition is now widely used in the automotive, 

aerospace and biomedical industries. This has arisen from the trend to switch 

from wet to dry processing using lower temperatures. Plasma deposition is 

also frequently used in the production of microelectronics for sensors and 

dielectric films, where deposition of thin films is required. 

Plasmas or gas discharges are present in many forms ranging from 

natural occurrences, namely solar wind and lightning, to man-made 

applications such as fluorescent tubes and neon signs. Plasmas are the main 

constituent of stars and hence constitute more than 99.9% by mass of the 

known universe. The term plasma was first used by Langmuir in 1928 and is 

energetically the fourth state of matter1
, the other three being solids, liquids 

and gases, Figure 1 .1 . 

Plasma 

Gases 

Liquids 

Solids 

103 104 

Temperature (°K) 

0.01 0.1 1 10 

Particle Energy (eV) 

Figure 1.1: State of matter versus temperature, showing why the plasma state is referred to 

as "the fourth state of matter". 



A plasma can be described as a "quasi-neutral gas of neutral and charged 

particles characterized by a collective behaviour"2
. Hence it consists of ions, 

electrons, radicals and electromagnetic radiation. To remain "quasi-neutral", a 

plasma must contain equal amounts of oppositely charged species. To satisfy 

this condition; the distance over which an imbalance of charge can exist must 

be less than the size of the plasma3
. This distance, Ad (The Debye length, 

which is the distance of which an imbalance of charge can occur) can be 

described by Equation 1 .1: 

Where 

);;> t:o =permittivity of free space 

);;> K = Boltzmann constant 

);;> n = electron density 

)» e = charge on electron 

)» Te = electron temperature 

il.2: Classification of IPiasmas 

Plasmas can be categorized as either equilibrium plasmas or non-equilibrium 

plasmas4
. This classification depends on the relationship between the mean 

electron energy and the energy of the remaining species in the plasma i.e. 

ions and radicals. 

~ .2. ~ IEqumrorium plasm as 

Equilibrium plasmas occur when electron temperature is equal to gas 

temperature e.g. in plasma jets and plasma arcs. Equilibrium plasma 

generation requires temperatures in excess of 20,000 °K, making it unsuitable 

for chemical deposition. Plasmas of this type can be successfully deployed io 

process inorganic materials and simple-structure organic compounds5
, but 

2 



polymers and complex materials cannot be treated under these conditions as 

they would rapidly degrade. 

1.2.2 Non-Equilibrium Plasmas 

Non-equilibrium or cold plasmas have average electron energies of 1-1 0 eV 

and electron densities in the range of 109 
- 1012 cm-3

. There is a lack of 

equilibrium between electron temperature T8 and gas temperature T9, with 

ratios of TJT9 in the range of 10-1004
. Hence the electron temperature is far 

in excess of the gas temperature; this is a result of the mass of the electrons 

in the plasma being insignificant compared to that of molecules and ions 

present. Non-equilibrium plasmas can be generated at temperatures around 

300 oK as this is the temperature of the neutral species present. The electrons 

acquire a large amount of kinetic energy when subjected to an electric field 

and this energy is sufficiently high to break molecular bonds, allowing non

equilibrium or glow discharge plasmas to be an effective method of chemical 

modification where thermally sensitive species are involved. Figure 1.2 details 

electron density and energy of glow discharges compared to other examples 

of plasmas. 

3 
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Figure 1.2: Categorization of plasmas according to electron density and energy". 

1.3 Plasma Generation 

A plasma glow discharge can be generated by applying an electric field to a 

gas. Typical glow discharges are often generated within a glass reactor 

connected to a vacuum pump to keep gas flow and pressure at the desired 

values. The electric field is supplied to the gas from an external circuit 

consisting of a voltage source in series with a ballast impedance, which limits 

the flow of current through the plasma. This results in a decrease in the 

potential difference between the anode and cathode when current is 

increased. 

The plasma glow discharge is initiated from free electrons, which collide 

with atoms and molecules until kinetic energy is in excess of ionization 

energy. Plasmas are chiefly obtained from gaseous species, but they can be 

generated from solids and liquid, providing sufficient energy is applied to 

4 



cause vaporization. Gas plasmas can be initiated and sustained by using 

radio frequency (RF)6
, direct current (DC) or microwaves. 

The main advantage of plasma deposition is that reactions can occur at 

lower temperatures than that required for thermal reactions at thermodynamic 

equilibrium. Hence films can be grown from surfaces that would not have the 

stability to accept the coatings at higher temperatures. 

The chemical processes that occur in cold plasmas are controlled by the 

discharge energy of the DC, RF etc. and not by the temperature of the surface 

or the gas. Hence they can be described as non-thermal, non-equilibrium 

processes, resulting in cold plasmas effectively generating chemically reactive 

species at lower temperatures. 

Loss processes can also take place. Electrons and ions can be lost to 

the surfaces of the reactor via diffusion processes or by recombination with 

one another. Neutral atoms and radicals can also be lost by recombination 

caused by homogeneous reactions in the gas phase or by reacting with the 

reactor surfaces. Providing the electron creation rate balances the electron 

loss rate, the plasma can be sustained. 

1.4 Plasma Properties 

1.4.1 Plasma Potential 

The potential of a plasma is more positive than the negative surface with 

which it is in contact. This arises from the higher degree of mobility of 

electrons compared to positively charged ions7
. Once an electric field has 

been initiated, the more mobile electrons leave the plasma, leading to a build

up of positive potential. This potential will continue to rise until the flux of 

electrons and positively charged species leaving the plasma is equal, 

resulting in the plasma being quasi-neutral. 

5 



1.4.2 Electron Energy 

Electrons within a plasma have energies in the order of 1-10 eV. The energy 

of electrons is related to their temperature by the kinetic theory of gases, 

Equation 1.2. 

3 
£==-KT 

2 (1.2) 

where E is the average electron energy, K the Boltzman constant and T the 

temperature (in degrees Kelvin). Hence an electron possessing energy of 1 

eV (1.6 x 1 o-19 J) will have a temperature of 11,600 K and a distribution of 

electrons with a mean energy of 1 eV will have a temperature of 7739 K. 

However as the mass of electrons is insignificant compared to that of 

molecules and ions present, the temperature of a non-equilibrium plasma will 

not vary noticeably from that of ambient conditions. 

A certain fraction of electrons possess energies significantly higher than 

the average electron energy and this causes the ionization that occurs in glow 

discharge plasmas8
. 

1.4.3 Plasma Sheath 

A potential difference between the plasma and any surface it is in contact with 

will occur in a narrow region at the plasma's edge9 called the "plasma sheath". 

This area has a negative potential and hence a lower density of electrons in 

comparison to the bulk of the plasma. This reduced electron density results in 

the plasma sheath area appearing darker. This is ascribed to a reduced 

excitation of gas species. 

6 



1.5: Plasma Reactions2
· 

10 

Two classes of reactions occur within a plasma reactor: 

1.5.1: Homogeneous reactions occur due to inelastic collisions between 

heavy species and electrons: 

1.5.1.1 Excitation 

An electron collision results in the excited state of atoms (A) or molecules (M): 

e+A~e+A* 

e +AB~ e +AB* 

These excited atoms/molecules return to their ground states, emitting energy 

as electromagnetic radiation, which results in the uv or visible emission of the 

plasma. Electromagnetic radiation is also the result of recombination between 

two particles of opposite charges. 

1.5.1.2 Dissociative ionization 

Low energy electrons attach themselves to electronegative gas molecules 

e.g. 

1.5.1.3 Dissociation 

An electron collision with a molecule causes dissociation l 

e +A2~ 2A + e 

7 



1.5.1.4 Ionization 

Electron impact results in positive, negative, atomic or molecular ions: 

e + A2 ~ A2+ + 2e 

e +A2~ A2-

e + AB ~ A+ + 8 + 2e 

Collisions can also occur between molecules, atoms, radicals and ions which 

can give rise to ion recombination, charge transfer, reactant transfer, 

disproportionation and radical recombination processes; 

1.5.2: Heterogeneous Reactions are those that arise from interactions 

between a solid surface and a plasma: 

1.5.2.1 Adsorption 

Molecules (M), radicals (R) or monomers (M) from the plasma are adsorbed 

by the surface they are in contact with: 

M(g) + Surface~ M(s) 

R(g) + Surface~ R(s) 

Where g and s denote gas and solid respectively. 

1.5.2.2 Recombination 

Atoms or radicals (R) from the plasma react with pre-adsorbed species to 

form other compounds (M): 

R(s) + Rt ~ Surface+ M 

1.5.2.3 Metastable De-excitation 

An excited metastable ion can be returned to its ground state via a collision 

with the surface. 

A*+ Surface~ A 

8 



1.5.2.4 Sputtering 

An ion collides with the suriace and the momentum exchange results in the 

ejection of an atom from the suriace into the gas phase. Typical ion energies 

in sputtering reactions would fall around 20- 30 eV. 

Inert, non-polymerizing gases such as argon, tetrafluoromethane and 

helium are commonly used for this treatment and it allows the formation of 

reactive sites on a suriace 11
. This is one of the earliest applications of 

plasmas in materials processing 12
· 

13 which allows modifications to suriace 

characteristics without changing bulk properties. Suriace activation reactions 

are able to adjust properties such as adhesion, crosslinking, wetting and 

compatibility e.g. with biomaterials14
· 

15
• 

16
. A commonly-employed example of 

this procedure is the use of an argon plasma to remove fluorine atoms from 

polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon), leaving reactive carbon sites, which in turn, 

results in greater adhesion between the substrate and any subsequently 

deposited monolayers. 

Sputtered atoms can condense back into the solid phase upon colliding 

with any suriace in the plasma chamber. Hence this process can be used in 

the semiconductor industry to deposit thin metal films onto silicon. 

1.5.2.5 Etching 

Plasma Etching is largely chemical in action. This process involves a glow 

discharge plasma being employed to generate reactive species, which diffuse 

to the suriace in contact with the plasma and form volatile products which can 

then desorb from the suriace into the gas phase. 

A typical reaction would be: 

Si(s) + 4F~ SiF4( g) 

This leads to the production of microstructures with large depth to width 

ratios 17
. This process is predominantly used for the development of integrated 

circuits where trenches in silicon for the storage of charge need to be -0.2 l-Jm 

9 



wide and -4 1-Jm deep. Cavities with this depth-to-width ratio are not 

obtainable using conventional wet chemistry processes. 

1.6 Plasma Polymerization 

Radicals within the plasma react with adsorbed radicals to form a polymer (P): 

R(g) + R(s) - P(s) 

Additionally this can occur between two radicals already adsorbed on the 

surface. Hence plasma polymerization can be described as the formation of 

polymeric materials from the plasma state of monomers of the reactive 

species created in the plasma state 18
• 

19
• 

20
· The ionisation of gas is the 

essential step in plasma generation, but in a low pressure plasma, the amount 

of ions is small compared with that of neutral species. 

Conventional polymerization does not yield high molecular weight 

materials from vacuum and the products can therefore not be recognised as 

polymers. Plasma polymerization is the only exception where polymeric 

materials can be deposited from a vacuum. 

1.6.1 Mechanism of Plasma Polymerization21 

Plasma polymerisation takes place over several reaction steps: 

~ Initiation - attributable to free radicals produced by collisions of electrons 

and ions with the monomer or by dissociation of the monomer absorbed 

on the surface due to electron collisions. 

~ Propagation- the formation of a polymeric chain by interactions of surface 

free radicals with gas phase or absorbed monomer molecules. 

~ Termination- reaction at the surface which closes the polymer chain 

~ Re-initiation - Chain fragments can be reconverted into radicals via further 

collisions with electrons. 

10 



Mx 

The mechanism of plasma polymerization can be described by Figure 1.3, 

where M denotes a monomer molecule, subjected to plasma excitation that 

can proceed to form radicals and various products, denoted with subscripts Y 

and Z to distinguish differences in size between them. 

I 
M_;+ M M -M• 

/' 
X 

,../,_./" 

M• 
X 

M* 
X + Mz M -rvL X J. 

l~ 
Cycle 1 

Mx 

•M -M/ 

y \ 

PIBsmB 
Exc itiBtion ;•My 

Cycle 2 

tvP 
X 

•M• y + M *M- M• y 

~*M} + Mz •M -M • y z 

Figure 1.3: Yasuda's Mechanism of Plasma Polymerization22
. 

A key aspect of the polymer generation mechanism is the reactions which 

result in an increase of molecular size. For example when a reactive species 

collides with a monomer molecule, this constitutes a propagation reaction in 

chain growth. Figure 1.3 demonstrates two main cycles which lead to rapid 

step growth. Cycle 1 involves the repeated activation of reaction products 

from monofunctional activated species and the subsequent repeating 

reactions of these species. Cycle 2 involves multifunctional activated species. 

1t is the activated species such as free radicals that are responsible for the 

11 

(1) 

(2) 

(~) 

(4) 

(5) 



chain-growth polymerization. Reaction (3) can be described as a cross cycle 

reaction. 

Following plasma ignition, the gas phase is changed from being the 

vapour of an organic monomer to a complex mixture of neutral, ionized and 

radical species. The reactor walls and any substrates placed in the reactor 

become involved in the reaction , allowing polymer-forming intermediates to 

originate from a solid surface, resulting in the formation of polymer layers on a 

substrate. The net polymerization is a result of the balance between ablation 

and etching processes, which can be described by the CAP model10
· 

23
• 

24
• 

25 

(Competitive Ablation Polymerization), Figure 1.4. 

Starting 
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Figure 1.4: Competitive Ablation Polymerization26
. 

Substrate 

.I 
Plasma 
Boundry 

Plasma polymer films are normally physically and chemically different to 

conventional polymers due to the fact that conventional polymerization 

centres on a molecular process compared to polymerization in a plasma, 

which is an atomic process27
' 

28
. When analysing a steady-state flow system, 

12 



the most convenient approach is to work with mass flow rates as opposed to 

molecular ones. Hence for a fixed vapour pressure and reactor geometry, the 

characterisation of the plasma requires that the power density be quantified. 

This is defined as WIFM, where FM is the mass flow rate and W the discharge 

power; hence power density represents input energy per unit mass of 

monomer. 

Mass flow rate can be determined if the assumption is made that the gas 

in the plasma reactor behaves as an ideal one. 

m== MV p 
RT (1.3) 

Where m is the mass of gas in the reactor, M is the molecular weight of the 

gas, V is the volume of the reactor chamber, R is the universal gas constant, 

T is gas temperature and Pis gas pressure. 

For a reactor which is continually fed monomer vapour at mass flow rate 

FM, if the outlet of the reactor to the pump is then closed at time t = 0, leaving 

inlet to the monomer open, FM changes with pressure according to Equation 

1.4 

dm MV dP 
Fm == -- == --I t = 0 

dt RT dt (1.4) 

Plasma polymers are normally highly branched and cross-linked, have no 

discernable repeat units and the precursor need not have to contain a 

functional group for plasma polymerisation to occur. 

13 



1.6.2 Advantages of Plasma Polymerization 

Plasma polymerization offers several benefits making it more practical than 

other methods of surface modification such as silane-silica29 and thiol-gold30
· 

31, 32, 33. 

~ Equipment required is commercially available and easy to use; 

~ Surface deposition is uniform; 

~ An extensive range of precursors can be used leading to an extensive 

range of surface functionalities; 

~ Plasma-produced films are coherent and adhere to a wide range of 

substrates including polymers, glass and metal surfaces; 

~ Surface deposition is geometry independent - complex shapes can be 

plasma treated; 

~ Film thickness is controllable to the nanometre range; 

~ Plasma processing will not alter the bulk properties of the substrata; 

~ Plasma-polymerized films are defect free; 

~ Plasma processes are solvent free and require small amounts of 

precursor- technique is economical; 

~ Technique is environmentally friendly relative to wet chemical methods. 
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1.7: Plasma Reactors 

Figure 1.5 outlines the design of a typical radio-frequency plasma reactor 

used to coat surfaces with plasma polymers: 

Cylindrical 
Reactor , 

~ 
Mass Flow 
Controller 

Precursor 
Tube 

RF Generator, 
Matching Unit, 
Pulse Generator 

-~ (. 

Copper Coils 

Vacuum 
Pump 

Oscilloscope 

Pressure 
Gauge 

Cold Trap 

Figure 1.5: Schematic of a plasma reactor. 

~ Monomer tube- contains the monomer in its liquid/solid state. 

~ Mass flow controller- controls the flow of precursor to the reactor. 

~ Cold Trap - cooled by liquid nitrogen, which freezes and contains all 

vapour that passes through the reactor, preventing it from reaching the 

vacuum pump. 

» Vacuum pump - ensures reactor operates at pressures between 1 o-4 and 

10 torr. 

~ RF Source - connected to the copper coils that are wound around the 

tubular reactor to ignite the plasma. The radio frequency is set at 13.56 

MHz and designed to operate at a constant output impedance of 50 0. 
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>- Matching Unit - to reduce the reflective power pf the plasma hence 

protecting the power source. 

)P> Pulse Unit- to pulse the plasma, hence reducing peak power. 

~ Oscilloscope - to monitor plasma output. 

RF plasmas can be generated with the electrodes outside the reactor, hence 

reducing contamination. RF plasmas can operate efficiently at atmospheric 

pressure, but the reactor has to be housed in a Faraday cage to contain the 

electromagnetic radiation emitted, preventing interference. For plasma 

experiments, generators with a fixed frequency of 13.56 MHz and adjustable 

power are employed. In addition to the generator, a matching network is also 

used to transform the impedance of the generator to that of the load. The 

impedances must be matched to allow an efficient coupling of power to the 

discharge. 

Low pressure regimes are often required for the deposition of films. This 

is to allow the ions to traverse the region between the glow discharge and the 

target substrata without losing significant amounts of kinetic energy, giving the 

species sufficient time to react before being pumped through the reactor into 

the cold trap. 

1.7.1 leak Rate 

To avoid contamination of the reaction chamber from the atmosphere, it is 

crucial to determine a leak rate, analogous to a molecular flow rate. The 

following steps are involved: 

~ The reaction chamber is pumped down to base pressure and isolated 

from the vacuum pump; 

~ The rise in pressure with time is recorded; 

~ Outgassing from the pressure gauge and chamber walls is 

considered to be negligible. 
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The leak (flow) rate is calculated as follows: 

(1.6) 

Where Om is molecular flow rate, dP is change in pressure, dt is change in 

time, R; the molar gas constant and T is temperature. For the equipment used 

in this work, an acceptable leak rate to minimise contamination34 is 

considered to be less than 2 x 1 o-9 mol s-1
. This corresponds to the rise in 

pressure from 0.04 mBar to 0.06 mBar, transpiring in no less than 5 minutes. 

1.8 Pulsed Plasma Polymerization 

An additional feature of the plasma reactor used in this work is a pulse 

generator, allowing the discharge to be pulsed. Experiments carried out under 

continuous wave conditions, where the plasma is sustained by a continuous 

supply of power to the system, result in a high degree of fragmentation of the 

precursor molecules35
. This occurs extensively, even if low powers are used, 

and the polymeric films that arise often have very little resemblance to the 

monomer used to form them. This results in a restriction of monomers 

available if the film properties are to be controlled. One strategy to overcome 

this is to pulse the power applied to the system36
• 
37

· 
38

• 
39

. 

1.8.1 Pulsed Plasma Parameters 

The radio frequency power applied to the system in a pulsed plasma 

operation is modulated at a much lower frequency than the conventional 

applied radio frequency used in the continuous wave operation. The 

parameters that can be adjusted in the pulsed operation are therefore plasma 

"on time", fan. plasma "off time" fott and the peak power applied by the RF 

generator, P0 , figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6: Schematic showing relationship between pulsing parameters. 

Tp is the pulse period, so 1/ Tp is the pulse frequency. The pulse duty cycle 

can be described as tar!( tan + t0 tt) which can be used to determine the average 

power delivered to the system: 

Pav ==Pox 
Ion. 

(ton+ !off) (1.7) 

The average power applied to the plasma and the the pulse frequency can be 

adjusted by changing the duration of tan and toff· 

1.8.2 Experimental Modifications for Pulsed Operations 

The RF applied to the plasma can be pulsed by controlling the RF generator 

with a pulsed DC analogue voltage obtained from a pulse generator. By 

attaching an oscilloscope to the pulse generator, it is possible to monitor the 

frequency and duty cycle whilst at the same time monitoring the plasma's 

response via its pulse amplitude. 

1.8.3 Effects of Pulse Parameters on Plasma Processes 

Before any reactions can occur, the plasma must be ignited. When an RF field 

is applied across a gas, the charged particles gain energy. Electrons within 

the gas oscillate and collide with gas molecules, resulting in the production of 
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excited neutral or ionized particles leading to breakdown of the gas. The time 

duration before this can occur is dependent on the power applied in addition 

to the ionization and pressure of the gas. Once breakdown has occurred and 

the discharge initiated, the pulse width and duty cycle govern how much the 

discharge resembles that of a continuous wave plasma. Once the power to 

the discharge is removed i.e. during the "plasma off" phase, electron density 

within the gas diminishes. The length of time required for this to occur is 

dependent on the gas. Electron energy relaxation times for many gases 

investigated40
• 

41
• 

42 are in the order of microseconds for the gas pressures 

used. Previous work43
· 

44 has shown that pulsed plasma depositions offer 

some of the following advantages over continuous wave operations: 

P.. A reduced heat load on the reactor and the substrata due to a time

averaged decline of electron bombardment of surrounding surfaces. 

The ions and electrons dissipate following the commencement of the 

pulse "off time". Hence thin films can easily be deposited without 

degrading the substrate or any layers deposited previously; 

P.. A reduction in UV emission from the plasma attributable to the decay of 

ion and electron energy leads to less cross-linking and hence higher 

structural retention of the monomer's functional groups; 

P.. Greater degree of control of dissociation of parent gas. High power, 

short pulses at a low duty cycle give rise to complete dissociation of the 

precursor gas with the heat load on the reactor at a minimum; 

P.. The dissipation of ions and electrons during the "plasma off" times 

results in a greater degree of residual free radicals within the plasma, 

giving rise to higher structural retention of functional groups and hence 

a greater degree of film chemistry controllability. In mechanistic terms, 

this marked enhancement in selectivity is a consequence of low levels 

of precursor fragmentation occurring during the short duty cycle on

period combined with conventional polymerization reaction pathways 

predominating within the much longer pulsed plasma off-period. 

Examples of well-defined molecularly tailored substrates produced by this 

method include perfluoroalkyl45
, epoxide46

, anhydride47
, carboxylic acid,48 

cyano,49 and amine50 functionalized surfaces. 
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Chapter 2~ Analvtica~ Techniques 

2.1 : X=ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Photoelectron spectroscopy is a technique used to measure ionization energies 

of molecules when electrons are ejected from different orbitals - The 

Photoelectric Effect. This information is used to infer orbital energies by 

ionization of the sample by photons. This can be achieved using UV radiation 

and is referred to as Ultra Violet Photo Electron Spectroscopy (UPS) 

The energy of an incident photon (hV) must be equal to ionization or binding 

energy (Eb) and kinetic energy (Ek) of the ejected electron (the photoelectron) 1. 

(2. ~) 

A photoelectron may originate from a number of orbitals, each requiring a 

different binding energy; hence a series of values of kinetic energy will be 

obtained. 

Photoelectronic spectra are interpreted in terms of an approximation known 

as Koopman's theorem2
, which states that binding energy is equal to the orbital 

energy of the photoelectron. Hence the binding energies can be said to describe 

the sequence of atomic or molecular orbitals quantitatively, allowing the binding 

energy to be identified from the orbital it originated from. However the theorem 

ignores the fact that the remaining electrons rearrange their distribution following 

ionization of the sample. Ejection of an electron can also leave an ion in a 

vibrationally excited state, resulting in a fraction of the photon energy not 

appearing as kinetic energy of the photoelectron. 

In addition to valence electrons which provide bonding for a system, each 

atom, with the exception of hydrogen, possesses core electrons not involved with 

bonding. In X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), the energy of the incident 
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photon is so high (hv - 1500 eV, compared to UPS, - 20 eV) that electrons can 

be ejected from the inner cores of atoms3
. The process involves primary 

excitation of the sample by irradiation with a source of monochromatic x-rays, 

which leads to photoemission of core electrons. Emitted electrons are 

characterized by their inelastic mean free path, which is governed by their kinetic 

energy. 

Core ionization energies are characteristic of the individual atom as 

opposed to the overall molecule, hence XPS yields binding energies of core 

electrons characteristic of the elements present in a compound or alloy, allowing 

qualitative chemical analysis. Detection of K-shell ionization energy values (and 

values corresponding to other inner shells) indicates the presence of the 

corresponding element. All ionization energies measured by XPS are one

electron ionization energies. 

Since energy levels are quantized, photoelectrons have an energy 

distribution consisting of a series of discrete bands that reflects the shell structure 

of the atoms in the sample. The experimental determination of this distribution by 

kinetic energy analysis of the photoelectrons produced by x-ray exposure is 

termed XPS. 

The XPS (also referred to as electronic spectroscopy for chemical analysis, 

ESCA) technique is restricted to surface layers because even though X-rays may 

penetrate into the bulk sample, only photoelectrons generated within a 2-5 

nanometer depth of the surface have a finite probability of escaping from the 

material without changing their state of motion4
. These electrons originate the 

XPS signal, whereas electrons that have changed their state of motion contribute 

to the background. 

The kinetic energy (Ek) of the emitted core electrons can be determined 

using Equation 2.2. 

Ek = hv - Eb - <P (2.2) 
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Where 

hv = X-ray energy 

Eb = binding energy of the photo emitted electron 

<1> = spectrometer work function 

The work function <1> is a characteristic of the spectrometer and can thus be 

measured experimentally. 

After the ejection of a core electron, the electronic system is left in a highly 

excited and short-lived state which can be deactivated by X-ray fluorescence 

(XRF) or emission of an Auger electron5
. In XRF, the vacancy is filled by an outer 

electron, the excess energy emitted as an X-ray photon. In Auger emission, the 

excess energy is transferred to another electron, which is in turn ejected from the 

atom6
. In order to be emitted, the photoelectron must have sufficient energy to 

overcome the binding energy. Auger electrons can also be recorded and are 

distinguishable from conventional "XPS electrons" by the use of different 

excitation wavelengths since the kinetic energy of Auger electrons is independent 

of the exciting photon energy. 

The photoelectron can also interact with other electrons when departing the 

atom. For example, it may excite a valence electron to an unfilled (conduction 

band) state and lose an amount of kinetic energy equal to the excitation energy. 

This is called a shake-up process7
. Similarly, the departing photoelectron might 

transfer sufficient energy to a valence electron to remove it entirely from the 

atom, hence more than one electron is ejected at the time of photo-ionization - a 

shake-off process. This can result in broad structures of high binding energies in 

a spectrum, Figure 2.1. Shake-up peaks are positioned at the lower kinetic 

energy side of the main peaks and are normally indicative of a polymeric system 

that contains some unsaturation e.g. aromatic groups8
•
9

. For instance shake-up 

peaks are a common occurrence in materials such as polystyrene. 
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Figure 2.1: The origin of shake-up and shake-off peaks in XPS spectra. 

The formation of an ion by photoemission results in a further redistribution of the 

electrons surrounding the target atom, which affects the final-state energy. This 

process is called electronic relaxation 10 and has both an intra-atomic and an 

extra-atomic component, and is governed by the polarizabilities of the atoms 

involved. The presence of chemical bonding, and hence neighbouring atoms, 

leads to binding energy shifts which yield information on ligands present and 

oxidation states11
. Furthermore, the intensity of the peaks is linked to the relative 

concentration of the element within the sampled region, resulting in the 

measurement of the relative areas of the photoelectron peaks allowing the 

composition of the sample to be determined. Atomic sensitivity factors (ASF) 

which account for instrumental factors must be defined for each element, Table 

2.1. Equation 2.3 allows the relative concentrations C(i) of the elements present 

at the surface to be obtained from XPS experimental intensities l(i). Values are 

expressed as atomic percentages12
. 
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Cu) = -------

("Ld C.i) I ASF <n) <2·3> 

Table 2.1: Sensitivity factors of elements analysed in this work. 

Element Sensitivity Factor 

Carbon 1.00 

Oxygen 0.42 

Nitrogen 0.69 

Silicon 1.03 

Chlorine 0.37 

Bromine 0.26 

Sulphur 0.46 

Palladium 0.09 

Nickel 1.0 (estimated) 

Copper 1.0 (estimated) 

Boron 0.20 (estimated) 

XPS is well suited for studying thin films due to the fact that electrons can only 

leave the surface from depths within 2 - 5 nm, despite the fact that x-rays 

penetrate much further, Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Behaviour of detached electrons in the bulk and at the surface of a film . 

2.1.1 Experimental Set-up 

XPS instruments consist of the following elements: 

X-ray source 

Any material used to emit x-rays must be able to produce electrons of sufficient 

energy from the sample to gain a large spectral window. The width of emission 

must, however be low enough to obtain a clear spectra. X-ray sources commonly 

consist of a double-sided anode coated with MgKa (1253.6 eV13
) or AIKa (1486.6 

eV), which ensure both good resolution and sensitivity. The anode is typically 

cooled by a flow of water, passing alongside and incandescent filaments are 

situated either side of it in order to excite electrons on whichever side of the 

anode is used. Electrons produced by the filament are accelerated by a 8 kV 

potential passed through the anode. Since the photoelectron energy depends on 

x-ray energy, the excitation source must be monochromatic. 
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Electrostatic Analyser 

Photoelectrons emitted from the sample are focused into the analyser by a lens. 

Only electrons of particular energy values are detected at any one time. In order 

to obtain a clear spectrum, a double-focusing electrostatic analyser14 is required 

that can provide a constant resolution for any peak in the spectra. Once electrons 

enter the analyser, having passed through electrostatically charged plates, their 

intensity is recorded by a channeltron. This consists of lead silicate glass, which 

electrically conducts and produces secondary electron emission . The input end 

of the channeltron is at zero or low voltage, whereas the output end is at a high 

positive voltage. When electrons enter the device, collisions with the walls occur, 

resulting in the emission of secondary electrons. 

The emitted electron signal is plotted as a spectrum of binding energies. 

Spectral information is collected from a depth of 2-20 atomic layers, depending 

on the material studied. A schematic of an XPS machine is shown in Figure 2.3 

D X-ray Source 

(AI/M g) 

Photo-emitted 

~~le_ct~~~~------

Sample 

Energy 
Analyser 

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a typical XPS spectrometer. 

Detector 
Data Treatment 

The analysis and detection of photoelectrons requires that the sample be placed 

in a high-vacuum chamber ( -1 o-10 m bar). This is to avoid interactions between 

electrons and gas molecules and to prevent any molecules being adsorbed on 

the surface of the sample. Diffusion pumps are typically used to achieve the 
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vacuum, however they must be cooled continually to avoid any back-pumping of 

oil into the UHV chamber. 

2.1.2 Sample Analysis 

Curve fitting is carried out using Marquardt minimization computer software, 

which details each component of a complex envelope as a Gaussian-Lorentzian 

function 15
: 

F(E) 2 2 
--= mexp[-4ln(2x )] + (1-m)/(1 +4x ) 

H (2.4) 

X= (E- Eo) 2 I(FWHM) 2 
(2.5) 

Where F(E) = intensity at energy E, H = peak height, Eo= peak centre, FWHM = 
full width at half maximum and m= mixing ratio ( 1 = pure Gaussian, 0 = pure 

Lorentzian). Asymmetry is incorporated with a tail function: 

T(E)=exp(: IE-Eol) 
(2.6) 

Where A = asymmetry parameter and k = constant derivatized by A and FWHM. 

The tail function can be introduced into the Gaussian Lorentzian function to yield 

function Y, which defines peak shape: 

Y(E) = F(E) +[H- F(E)]T(E) (2.7) 
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Hence the envelope is attributable to five parameters (H, FWHM, Eo, m and A) 

which are entered as initial values in the curve fitting program. 

By obtaining knowledge of chemical shifts from literature sources16
, number, 

position and area ratio of component peaks can be acquired. This, in turn, allows 

peaks to be fitted to coincide with the data obtained during XPS experiments. 

2.2: Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a very fast method of 

measuring the vibrations of functional groups and highly polar bonds. Thus these 

chemical "fingerprints" are made up of the vibrational features of the sample's 

components 17
. 

In all types of absorption spectroscopy, intensity is directly proportional the 

number of molecules sampled. A simple relationship between the intensity of the 

transmitted (I) and incident radiation (lo) and the amount of sample in the beam 

(either concentration or thickness) exists and is referred to as the Beer-Lambert 

law18
, Equations 2.8, 2.9. 

I = I o exp( -£cl) (2.8) 

Or in the logarithmic form 

(2.9) 

Where in both cases c is the concentration, I is the cell thickness and E is the 

frequency dependent extinction coefficient. The Beer-Lambert law can hence be 

described as the foundation for all quantitative infrared spectroscopy. 
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For every vibrational transition there is a series of accompanying rotational 

levels. These movements require energy in the <1 00 cm·1 region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum and although they may appear as discrete lines in gas 

phase spectra, intramolecular collisions and interactions in liquids and solids 

cause broadening of the lines into a continuum, so that their fine structure is not 

observed. Molecular species with energy differences between their various 

vibrational/rotational levels in the appropriate region will be in a position to 

absorb incoming infra-red radiation 19
. 

In order for absorption of infra-red radiation to occur, the vibrational 

movement of the molecule under observation must have associated with it a 

fluctuating electric dipole moment. This requires that the charge distribution 

around the molecule must not be symmetrical. The strength of the dipole moment 

is determined by the magnitude of the charge difference and the distance 

between the centres of charge. As the molecule bends and stretches, the 

changing dipole moment establishes an electric field. When the alternating 

electric field of the electromagnetic radiation matches in frequency one of the 

natural oscillatory frequencies of the molecule, interaction between the two fields 

may occur, resulting in resonant energy transfer and a change in amplitude of the 

motion. An example of a functional group that exhibits a strong dipole moment in 

the ground state is the carbonyl group. 

Traditional infrared techniques experience difficulties due to the "one 

wavenumber at a time" nature of data acquisition. This leads to either a poor 

signal to noise ratio in a spectrum or large amounts of time required to obtain a 

high quality spectrum. A large signal to noise ratio leads to inherent errors and 

the time constraints prohibit in-situ work. These problems can be overcome using 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) which is based on the 

interferometer originally designed by Michelson20 and a mathematical procedure 

developed by Fourier that converts response from the time to the frequency 

domain. 

FTI R can be applied to the analysis of solids, liquids, and gases and is 

based on the excitation of molecular vibrations by the adsorption of photons in 
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the spectral region of 0.75 - 2.5 1-Jm (near infrared), 2.5 - 50 IJm (medium 

infrared) and 50- 1 000 IJm (far infrared). This is the so called "fingerprint" region 

where most single and double bonds absorb, and where the most useful 

chemical information exists. 

2.2.1: Infrared Sources21 

The source of infrared radiation normally consists of inert solid materials heated 

to incandescence (1500 and 2000 K) by an electric current. Materials suitable for 

this purpose include the oxides of zirconium, yttrium and thorium and silicon 

carbide. Heated ceramic sources can also be employed. 

2.2.2: Infrared Detectors22 

The infrared detector is a device utilized to measure the infrared energy of 

radiation emitted from the source which has passed through the spectrometer, 

hence translating radiation energy to electrical energy to generate a spectrum. 

Two types of detector are available, thermal detectors and selective detectors. 

A pyroelectric detector is a common example of a thermal detector. lt 

consists of a thin pyroelectric crystal e.g. deuterated triglycine sulphate (DTGS). 

When this crystal is polarized in an electric field, it retains a residual electrical 

polarization after the field is removed, which is sensitive to temperature 

fluctuations. Electrodes on the faces of the crystal collect charge, hence acting 

as a capacitor across which a voltage is generated; the amount of which is 

sensitive to changes in temperature. The pyroelectric detector operates at room 

temperature and possesses a flat wavelength response ranging from far infrared 

to near infrared. lt is well suited to infrared spectrometers due to its capability of 

handling frequencies up to several thousand hertz. 

A common type of selective detector is the photoconductive cell, which has 

a very rapid response and high selectivity. An example of this type of cell is the 

mercury cadmium telluride detector (MCT), which needs to be cooled by liquid 

nitrogen. The photoconductive cells show an increase in electrical conductivity 

when exposed to infrared radiation. Detectors utilize photon energy to promote 
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bound electrons in the detector metal to free states, which results in electrical 

conduction. 

2.2.3: The FTIR Spectromete~3 

The FTI R spectrometer works by the following principles: a parallel beam of 

polychromatic radiation is emitted from the source to the Michelson 

interferometer and two mirrors, Figure 2.4. The beam splitter is a plate of an 

infrared transparent material such as potassium bromide coated to reflect 50% of 

the radiation that falls onto it. Hence the radiation is split between the two 

mirrors, reflected and recombined to a single beam at the beam splitter. The 

relative path lengths between the two mirrors and the beam splitter govern 

whether there is constructive or destructive interference. If mirror 2 is moved 

closer to the beam splitter, radiation is detected at alternating intensities. As the 

distance of the moving mirror from the beam splitter is changed, different 

wavelengths of radiation are in-phase and out-of-phase at a frequency that 

depends upon both the rate at which the mirror moves and the frequency of 

radiation. The detectors are sufficiently fast to cope with time domain signal 

changes from the modulation in the interferometer. 

Mirror 1 

Source 

Beam Splitter 

To sample and detector 

Figure 2.4: The interferometer unit of a FTIR spectrometer. 
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If the recombined beam is passed through a sample before reaching the 

detector, absorptions in the sample will appear as gaps in the frequency 

distribution. The complex pattern of overlaid sinusoidal waves of light (in the time 

domain) is known as an interferogram. The obtained interferogram can be 

converted to a spectrum by means of a Fourier Transformation. 

Hence FTI R spectrometers record the interaction of I R radiation with 

experimental samples, measuring the frequencies at which the samples absorb 

radiation and the intensities of the absorptions. Determining these frequencies 

allows identification of the sample's chemical makeup, since the wavelength of 

light absorbed is characteristic of the chemical bond. By interpretation of the 

infrared absorption spectrum, the chemical bonds in a molecule can be 

determined. 

Molecular bonds vibrate at various frequencies depending on the elements 

present and the type of bonds. For any given bond, there are several specific 

frequencies at which it can vibrate. According to quantum mechanics, these 

frequencies correspond to the ground state (lowest frequency) and several 

excited states (higher frequencies). The frequency of a molecular vibration 

increases when the chemical bond absorbs infrared radiation. For any given 

transition between two states the energy (determined by the wavelength) must 

equal the difference in energy between the two states (usually ground state (Eo) 

and the first excited state (E1)). 

2.2.4: Sampling Techniques 

FTIR spectroscopy uses simple transmission sampling techniques. However, 

'difficult' samples and experiments need specialized sampling accessories. The 

following techniques can be employed: 

2.2.4.1: Attenuated Total Reflectance 

Internal reflection spectroscopy or attenuated total reflection (ATR) is an 

important method for obtaining FTIR spectra of solids24
. If a beam of 

monochromatic radiation traverses a prism so that it is internally reflected from its 
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back face, and the angle eat which the infrared light impinges upon the interface 

between the ATR crystal (the dense medium) and the air (or water, buffer with or 

without proteins -the rare medium) is greater than the critical angle, then the light 

will totally internally reflect within the internal reflection element, Figure 2.6. 

Radiation 

',, Sample / 

-~><2=c-z\:/Si\x/ 
Internal Reflection Plate 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.6: Optical diagrams of the internal reflection technique (a) Single reflection from prism, 

(b) Multiple-reflection method from plate. 

Total internal reflection is where all radiation is reflected back into the dense 

medium. At each reflection, an evanescent electric field (E) is generated and its 

intensity decays exponentially with distance (z). lt can persist beyond the 

interface into the rare medium. 

E -E -z/dp 
= pe (2.1 0) 

Where Eo is the intensity of the incident radiation and dp, the depth of 

penetration, represents the distance at which the evanescent wave drops to 1/e 

times the intensity at the surface. 

The intensity of the reflected light at each reflection point will be reduced or 

"attenuated" by the presence of infrared absorbing material in the rare medium. 

The surface sensitivity of ATR results from the addition of a number of small 

absorbances from each reflection. 

The spectrum for internally reflected radiation is analogous to the 

conventional spectrum for absorbed infrared radiation for a substance. The 
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infrared band intensities are equivalent to a penetration of a few microns into the 

sample and are independent of sample thickness beyond a certain minimum. 

The depth of penetration can be calculated using Equation 2.11: 

/L 
dp = -----;====== 

2TCni~(sin 2 8-n212) (2.11) 

Where A is the wavelength of the light (the depth of penetration is a function of 

wavelength), n1 is the refractive index of the ATR crystal (this is independent of 

wavelength), n2 is the refractive index of the rare medium (this value is a function 

of wavelength), e is the angle of incidence and n2 1 is the ratio of the refractive 

indexes of the rare medium to the dense medium25
. 

2.2.4.2: Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (RAIRS) 

Infrared vibrations of surface-bound molecules can be studied by shining infrared 

light on to the surface. Hence, an infrared spectrum of light reflected from the 

surface will show absorption peaks which are characteristic of the molecule and 

its method of bonding to the surface. This is the basis of the RAIRS technique. 

Vibrations can only be detected if the vibration is perpendicular to the surface. 

With RAIRS, a beam of infrared radiation is reflected off a polished surface 

at grazing incidence, maximizing the electric field26
. Molecules near the interface 

can absorb some of this IR radiation, but only if the dipole moment for the 

transition is perpendicular to the plane of the surface. Radiation polarized 

parallel to the surface plane has a near zero electric field near the interface. 

Thus, an I R absorption spectrum for adsorbed species can be acquired, yielding 

molecular identity information. At the same time, information on the molecular 

orientation can be obtainable due to this "surface selection rule"27
. 
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Figure 2.6: Optical configuration of the RAIRS experiment. 

Figure 2.6 shows infrared radiation directed at the grazing angle, <l> and reflected 

at the substrate surface. Upon reflection the incident light lo is inverted and the 

net electric field is zero parallel to the surface (TE) and doubled perpendicular to 

it (TM) (the Surface Selection Rule). Using this optical configuration, it is possible 

to obtain structural and orientational information on very thin layers28
. 

2.2.4.3: Potassium Bromide Disc Method 

A suitable way of obtaining FTIR spectra of small of volumes of liquid is the 

potassium bromide disc method. The discs are formed by pressing KBr powder 

in an evacuated die under high pressure. The resulting discs are transparent and 

if a small amount of liquid is "sandwiched" between two discs, excellent spectra 

can be obtained. The advantage of using KBr discs is that they do not have 

absorption bands above 400 cm·1
, resulting in no interference. 
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2.3: Scanning Electron Microscopf9 

The scanning electron microscope generates a beam of electrons in a vacuum. 

These electrons are emitted from a cathode and accelerated by passage through 

electrical fields30
. The beam is collimated by electromagnetic condenser lenses, 

focused by an objective lens and scanned across the surface of the sample by 

electromagnetic deflection coils. The primary imaging method is by collecting 

secondary electrons that are released by the sample. The secondary electrons 

are detected by a scintillation material that produces flashes of light from the 

electrons. The light flashes are subsequently detected and amplified by a 

photomultiplier tube. By correlating the sample scan position with the resulting 

signal, an image can be formed. 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) has a large depth of field, which 

allows a large amount of the sample to be in focus at one time. The SEM also 

produces images of high resolution, which means that closely spaced features 

can be examined at a high magnification. Preparation of the samples is relatively 

easy since most SEMs only require the sample to conduct electricity - hence 

some samples often have to be covered with a 1 0 nm-thick layer of gold. The 

combination of higher magnification, larger depth of focus, greater resolution, and 

ease of sample observation makes the SEM one of the most heavily used 

instruments in research. The size and shape of the apparent source, beam 

acceleration and current are the primary determining factors in the performance 

and resolution of a scanning electron microscope. 

The electron gun in a scanning electron microscope is the source for the 

electron beam used to probe the sample31
. Electrons are emitted from a cathode, 

consisting of either tungsten or lanthanum hexaboride and the beam accelerated 

towards the anode, focused to a fine probe and scanned over the sample, 

ionizing it and producing secondary electrons, Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of an electron gun used in SEM. 

Secondary electrons are specimen electrons that obtain energy by inelastic 

collisions with beam electrons. They are defined as electrons emitted from the 

specimen with energy less than 50 eV. The secondary electrons are 

predominantly produced by the interactions between energetic beam electrons 

and weakly bonded conduction-band electrons in metals or the valence electrons 

of insulators and semiconductors. There is a significant difference between the 

amounts of energy contained by beam electrons compared to the specimen 

electrons. This can result in only a small amount of kinetic energy being 

transferred to the secondary electrons. 

Secondary electrons are collected by a detector, converted to a voltage, 

and amplified. The amplified voltage is applied to the grid of the cathode ray tube 

(CRT) and causes the intensity of the spot of light to change. The image consists 

of thousands of spots of varying intensity on the face of a CRT that correspond to 

the topography of the sample. Hence the image is built up point-by-point. 
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When an electron beam strikes a sample, a signal can also be generated from 

back-scattered electrons. This is the elastic scattering of primary electrons and it 

occurs between the electron and a nucleus within the specimen being analysed. 

This is essentially Rutherford scattering and it can be detected to build up an 

image, yielding topographical information of a sample. 

2.4 : SIUirface Plasmon !Resonance 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPA) reflectivity measurements are surface

sensitive, spectroscopic methods that can be used to characterize the thickness 

and refraction index of thin organic and biopolymer films at metal (Au, Ag, Cu) 

surfaces32
. Surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy has become widely used in 

the fields of chemistry and biochemistry to characterize biological surfaces and to 

monitor binding events. The success of these SPA measurements is primarily 

due to three factors: 

~ The kinetics of biomolecular interactions can be measured in real time; 

~ The adsorption of molecules to the surface can be monitored; 

~ SPA has a high degree of surface sensitivity that allows weakly bound 

interactions to be monitored in the presence of excess solution species. 

SPA spectroscopy can be used to monitor such events as antibody-antigen 

binding, DNA hybridization, and protein-DNA interactions. SPA works by the 

following principle. If monochromatic, polarized light is emitted onto an interface, 

there is no refraction as incident light is completely reflected33
• However, the 

electromagnetic component penetrates a short distance (in the order of 

nanometres) into the medium and an evanescent wave is generated. If the 

interface is coated with a thin layer of metal, the intensity of reflected light is 

reduced and there is a resonance energy transfer between the evanescent wave 

and surface plasmons. These resonance conditions are governed by the species 

absorbed on the metal film. 
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The precise angle of incidence at which this occurs is determined by the 

refractive index of the species grafted to the metal surface. If binding occurs to 

the immobilised target; the local refractive index changes. This leads to a change 

in the SPR angle, which can be monitored in real-time by detecting changes in 

the intensity of the reflected light, hence producing a sensorgram. 

Film 

l Flow cell 

Figure 2.8: Schematic of a surface plasmon resonance detection unit. 

The rates of change of the SPR signal can be analysed to yield apparent rate 

constants for the association and dissociation phases of the reaction . The ratio of 

these values gives the apparent equilibrium constant and hence the affinity. The 

magnitude of the change in SPR signal is directly proportional to the mass of 

material being immobilised, allowing the reaction to be quantified . This method 

is highly sensitive as signals are easily obtained from sub-microgram quantities 

of adsorbant. Since the SPR signal depends only on binding to the immobilised 

template, it is also possible to study binding events from molecules in extracts, 

i.e. it is not necessary to have highly purified components. SPR analysis is hence 

a versatile way to detect and quantify the presence of a biopolyme~4 on a 

chemically modified gold surface by this change in the local index of refraction 

that occurs upon adsorption. 
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2.5 IReflectometry 

Reflectometry is a non-destructive technique, which is commonly used in the 

semiconductor and thin film magnetic head industries to measure film thickness. 

Reflectometry measures the ratio of the incident light's intensity to that of the 

reflected light at wavelengths over the UV-visible region, obtaining optical 

constants, n and k which describe how light propagates through a film, n being 

the refractive index and k the extinction coefficient of a layer. The refractive index 

can be described as the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the speed of 

light in the material and the extinction coefficient a measure of how much light 

the material absorbs. 

As the UV light meets an interface, it will be both reflected and refracted. 

The amount of reflected light depends on the number of interfaces the light 

meets i.e. the number of layers present and hence the sum of the individual 

reflections35
. The reflections may add constructively or destructively, depending 

upon the phase relationship of the reflected beams. This relationship is 

determined by the difference in optical path length of the reflections, which is 

directly related to film thickness, d. Reflections are in phase and interfere 

constructively when 

2nd== i/L (2.12) 

Where i is an integer and A. = wavelength of light. Reflections are out of phase 

and interfere destructively when 

(2.13) 
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The amplitude and wavelength of the reflectance of a thin film is determined as 

well as the optical constants and other properties such as interfacial roughness 

and film thickness. lt is not possible to solve for n and k at each wavelength 

individually when more than one interface is present and therefore mathematical 

models which can describe n and k over a range of wavelengths are required. 

Film thickness (d) is calculated by minimizing the differences between measured 

and model-generated data using the Cauchy material model, which is a material 

model for polymers and dielectrics where k is approximately zero. 

The reflectance curve calculated by the model differs from the measured 

experimental data because the wavelengths and amplitudes do not match. The 

wavelength of the oscillations is dependent on layer thickness whereas the 

amplitude is representative of the contrast between the refractive index of the 

layer and the substrate. Vertical positioning of the transmitted light curve gives 

information about the absorption in the layers and substrate. 

An iterative algorithm such as that developed by Levenberg-Marquadt can 

then be used to minimize the mean square error, which is a measure of the 

quality of the match between measured and model-calculated data. The 

algorithm is used to calculate a theoretical curve for the transmittance and 

reflectance of the sample and then compare it to the measured data on a point

by-point basis to measure this dimensionless quantity. This operates until the 

measured and calculated data match, yielding the value of film thickness, d, as a 

parameter. The Levenberg-Marquadt method is an efficient solution to the 

problem of non-linear curve fitting and is most commonly used for simple 

analyses. 
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2.6: Contact angle Analysis 

A designated volume of liquid is deposited onto a sample's surface using a 

syringe, a digital photo is subsequently taken of the droplet on the surface by a 

video camera at a preset magnification and from this the contact angle can be 

measured. 

Contact angle, 0 

Figure 2.9 Contact angle of a droplet of liquid placed on a substrate's surface 

When a drop of liquid is placed on a surface, Figure 2.9, if there is no spreading 

of the droplet, the liquid-vapour interface will form a finite angle (9) with an 

assumed planar solid surface. The contact angle is essentially the balance of the 

opposing forces of cohesion of the liquid molecules and adhesion of the liquid to 

the surface36
. The relationship between surface tension, y, and the contact angle 

can be described by Young's equation: 

Ysv - Yst = ytv COS (} (2.14) 

Where: 

Ysv =surface tension at the solid-vapour phase 

Ysl = surface tension at the solid-liquid phase 

Ylv = surface tension at the liquid-vapour phase 
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This equation is best fitted to an ideal situation in which there is a homogeneous 

surface, perfectly flat, that remains unperturbed by the liquid and its vapour. 

However deviations can occur due to factors such as surface roughness. 

This method of analysis is especially useful when investigating the 

hydrophobicity of a surface i.e. when the droplet placed on the substrate is 

deionized water. 

2.7: Fluorescence Microscopy 

Fluorescence microscopy is a method commonly used in cell biology to detect 

structures, molecules or proteins37
· 

38
. Fluorescent molecules absorb light at one 

wavelength and emit light at different, longer wavelength. When fluorescent 

molecules absorb a specific absorption wavelength for an electron in a given 

orbital, the electron rises to a higher energy level, an excited state. Electrons in 

this state are unstable and will return to the ground state, releasing energy in the 

process in the form of light and heat. 

This emission of energy is fluorescence and because some energy is lost as 

heat, the emitted light contains less energy and therefore is of a longer 

wavelength than the absorbed or excitation light. 

In fluorescence microscopy, a cell or molecule is tagged with a dye and the 

sample illuminated with filtered light at the absorbing wavelength; the light 

emitted from the dye is viewed through a filter that allows only the emitted 

wavelength to be seen. The dye glows brightly against a dark background 

because only the emitted wavelength is allowed to reach the eyepieces or 

camera port of the microscope. Most microscopes are designed using epi

illumination, where excitation light goes through the objective lens and illuminates 

the object. Light emitted from the specimen is collected by the same objective 

lens. 

Among the common fluorescence dyes are fluorescein, which emits green 

light when exited with blue light and rhodamine, which emits a deep red 

fluorescence when excited by green-yellow light. Fluorescence microscopes are 
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frequently equipped with three fluorescent filter cubes, each containing specific 

barrier filters and a beam-splitting mirror, Figure 2.1 0. 

Eyer,iece/Camera 

Light 

Emitted Light

6

-<J"-+--E-xc-it-a-ti-or-l _u_g-ht-1 Source 

Beam-Splitting 
Mirror 

First Barier Filter - passes 
only excitation wavelength 

Figure 2.10: schematic of a fluorescence microscope. 
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Chapter 3: A Substrate~independent, Single~step 

Method for Thermo~responsive Coatings 

3.1 Introduction 

An intelligent polymer is one that exhibits a sharp physical change in 

response to external stimuli1
• 

2
• 
3 e.g. pH, temperature and exposure to ultra 

violet light or an electric charge. Poly(n-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) is 

one such polymer due to the physical change it undergoes with temperature. 

The increased interest in PNIPAAm is mainly due to its fully reversible 

lower critical solution temperature (LCST} which lies between room 

temperature (- 20 °C) and body temperature (37 °C); the value of the LCST 

for PNIPAAm is generally considered in the range of 31 - 32 °C4
. Table 3.1 

details LCST values for a range of polymers. 

Polymer LCST in Water (°C) 
Poly(n-isopropylacrylamide), PNIPAAm 

32 
Poly(vinyl methyl ether), PVME 

40 
Poly(propylene glycol), PPG 

50 
Poly(ethylene glycol), PEG 

120 
Poly(vinyl alcohol), PVA 

125 
Methylcellulose, MC 

80 
Poly(methacrylic acid), PMAA 

75 
Poly(vinyl pyrrolidinone), PVP 

160 
.. 

Table 3.1: Lower cnt1cal solut1on temperatures of vanous polymers 1n water 

In an aqueous solution below the LCST, PNIPAAm is an expanding structure5 

with a random coil configuration. Hydrogen bonding occurs between the polar 

groups and water molecules, leading to dissolution of the polymer. However 
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above the LCST, PNIPAAm is a shrinking structure5
, collapsing into a globular 

conformation6 and hydrophobic reactions dominate, resulting in precipitation 

of the polymer in water. The formation of hydrogen bonds between the N-H 

and C=O in PNIPAAm chains and the surrounding water is controlled by very 

small changes in temperature, giving rise to the remarkable hydration

dehydration change that occurs7
• 

8
. The LCST is hence a result of the entropy 

gain for the dehydration of the amide moieties with temperature increase. At 

high temperatures, a PNIPAAm surface can be considered as an alkane-like 

surface of packed propyl groups. Below the LCST, it can be considered as 

water and amide groups mixed at the interface9
· 

10
. 

The hydrophilicity of PNIPAAm has been studied by measuring the water 

contact angle on a PNIPAAm surface. At room temperature (20- 25°C), below 

the LCST, contact angle has been measured to be 45.4°11 and 42°12 whereas 

at body temperature (37°C), above the LCST, water contact angle is around 

goo. 

Due to its thermo-responsive properties, which affect its affinity to 

proteins and cells, PNIPAAm can be exploited in some of the following fields; 

separation 13
• 

14
, controlled release of drugs 15

• 
16

• 
17

, cell culture 18 and cell 

structure substrates to control attachment and detachment of cells, hence 

tissue engineering19
• 

20
• 

21
• The affinity of surface coatings to the adsorption of 

proteins and cells is discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 

The regulation of cell functions by biomaterials is an important technique 

for the engineering of tissue. In addition to cell attachment and cell shape, cell 

detachment is also regulated by biomaterials, e.g. by a thermo-responsive 

polymer where cells can be recovered by lowering temperature 22 
• 

23 
• 

24
• 

PNIPAAm surfaces are commonly exploited in this field due to the fact that 

tissue can be engineered at body temperature (37 °C) and then subsequently 

detached by allowing the substrata to rapidly hydrate when it is cooled. 

The principal existing application of PNIPAAm in tissue engineering is as 

a component of three-dimensional scaffolds of polymer matrices which can 

successfully mimic the in vivo environment of an extra-cellular matrix (ECM). 

This is a common approach to repair damaged or diseased tissue and organs 

because the tissue can be regenerated both in vivo and in vitro. Cells are 

seeded into the matrices and the 3-D structures guide the cell's organization 
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and development into tissues and organs25
. Matrices of this type have been 

simulated using collagen and polylactic acid26
. 

Previous work has shown injectable semi-interpenetrating networks (IPN) 

of PNIPAAm and AAc hydrogels can be used to tailor matrices that serve as 

functional scaffolds in applications of tissue engineering 27
. Hydrogels of 

PNIPAAm and polyacrylic acid (PAAc) have hindrances in interacting with the 

biological environment at the molecular level. Hence these IPNs have to be 

coupled with peptides found in the natural ECM macromolecules to ensure 

compatibility with the in-vitro environmene8
• 

29
. 

The phase behaviour of PNIPAAm chains and hydrogels can be 

manipulated by the addition of other monomers. Copolymerization of 

PNIPAAm with another monomer can control the LCST over a broad 

temperature range, due to the effect it has on hydrophobicity. The more 

hydrophobic the monomer used for copolymerization, the lower the LCST. 

NIPAAm has been successfully copolymerized with isocyanate30 and acrylic 

acid22
• 

31
• 
32

• 
33 which is a hydrophilic monomer. The LCST has been found to 

increase as high as 38 oc (above body temperature) and this is attributable to 

the fact that the AAc functionality hinders dehydration of the PNIPAAm chains 

and acts to expand the collapsing polymer structure. PNIPAAm coupled with 

azoaniline hydrochloride can decrease the LCST to as low as 17 °C34
. 

Various methods have been employed to generate surfaces of PNIPAAm 

to investigate its phase changes with temperature and its compatibility with 

biomaterials. PNIPAAm has been successfully deposited onto polystyrene 

using electron beam irradiation fitted with a mask to form a pattern11
•

35
. lt was 

found that cells migrated into the PNIPAAm regions at 37 oc but not at room 

temperature (20 oc)- the cells started to spread when the LCST was reached. 

PNIPAAm surfaces can be prepared by irradiating polyethylene films with 

argon and then submersing in a solution of NIPAAm5
, by atom transfer free 

radical 36 
· 

37 photo-initiated polymerization 38 
• 

39 
• 

40 and free radical 

polymerization by surface retention of persulfate41 and dialkylazene initiators28
· 

29,42 

Surfaces of PNIPAAm on silicon wafers have been successfully 

generated using plasma polymerization. To obtain a large enough vapour 

pressure to generate a plasma, the NIPAAm monomer must be heated to 
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around 50 oc. PNIPAAm was deposited43 via a continuous wave plasma at 

120 W, lowered stepwise to 1 W to obtain a functionalised coating, which was 

characterised with XPS and FTIR spectroscopy. The FTIR results show a 

good retention of functional groups using this method. Analysis for the 

adsorption of proteins showed that the PNIPAAm films had an appreciable 

resistance protein adsorption at 20 oc and adsorption increased by a factor of 

ten when heated to 37 oc. However when the films were cooled back to 20 oc, 
the protein adsorption that had occurred at higher temperatures was found to 

be irreversible44
· 

45
. 

3.2 Aims 

Pulsed plasma polymerization will be deployed to generate a PNIPAAm layer 

on a variety of substrates, Scheme 3.1 . Due to conventional chemistry 

processes occurring during "plasma off" periods, a high retention of functional 

groups and control of film properties should result. 

yy 
HN HN 

Plasma 
0 0 

Scheme 3.1: Pulsed plasma polymerization of n-isopropylacrylamide. 

lt is the abundance of functional groups that is responsible for the non-fouling 

properties of PNIPAAm below its phase transition temperature. A lesser 

degree of cross-linking compared to continuous wave methods can allow 

PNIPAAm chains to alter conformation with greater efficiency when the lower 

critical solution temperature is surpassed. This should result in a noticeable 

improvement in the previously developed continuous wave method due to the 

reduced heat load on the reactor and increased efficiency of the process. The 
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reduction in cross-linking will aid structural retention, which could, in turn allow 

the fully reversible adsorption of proteins with temperature. 

These films can be characterized and hydrophilicity investigated by 

monitoring water contact angle. Compatibility with proteins and hence cells 

with varying temperature can be investigated with surface plasmon resonance 

and by observation of the behaviour of fluoroscein-tagged proteins using 

fluorescence microscopy. 

3.3 Experimental 

3.3.1 Pulsed Plasma Polymerization of n~isopropylacrylamide 

n-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) (97 % purity, Aldrich) was loaded into a 

sealable glass tube, followed by further purification using several freeze

pump-thaw cycles. Pulsed plasma polymerization of the monomer was carried 

out in a cylindrical glass reactor (4.5 cm diameter, 460 cm3 volume, 2 x 1 o·3 

m bar base pressure, leak rate 1.4 x 1 o-9 molls) enclosed in an aluminium 

container and surrounded by a copper coil (4 mm diameter, 10 turns, located 

15 cm away from the precursor inlet). The chamber was evacuated using a 30 

L min-1 rotary pump attached to a liquid nitrogen cold trap, whilst monitoring 

the system pressure with a Pirani gauge. All fittings were grease-free. The 

output impedance of a 13.56 MHz radio frequency (RF) power supply was 

matched to the partially ionised gas load using an L-C network. During pulsed 

plasma deposition, the RF source was triggered by a signal generator and the 

pulse shape monitored with an oscilloscope (Tektronix Instruments). The 

power supply and pulse generator were custom built. 

The steel container encasing the plasma chamber was internally lined 

with insulating material (Dalfratex) and fitted with an internal halogen lamp 

and thermostat. The monomer and chamber were heated to 50 °C, allowing 

monomer vapour pressure to rise to a level where plasma polymerization 

could occur. 

Prior to each deposition, the apparatus was cleaned by scrubbing with 

detergent, rinsing in propan-2-ol, and then oven drying. At this stage the 

reactor was reassembled and evacuated to base pressure. Further cleaning 
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entailed running a continuous wave air plasma at 0.2 mbar and 40 W lasting 

30 min. Next, silicon wafers, gold SPR chips or polytetrafluoroethylene strips 

(1.0 cm x 1.5 cm) were inserted into the centre of the reactor and the system 

pumped back to base pressure. NIPAAm vapour was introduced into the 

chamber at a pressure of 0.15 mbar for 5 min prior to plasma ignition. Film 

deposition conditions corresponded to a 35 W continuous wave burst varied 

from 20 - 100 ~s (ton), followed by an off-period (toff) set at 2000 J-lS. Hence 

peak power set by the power supply and pulse generator was in the range of 

0.35 W to 1.75 W, although actual power supplied to the plasma would be 

significantly less than this. Power density (power per unit volume) used for the 

deposition of PNIPAAm under these conditions was estimated to be in the 

range of 10- 50 W/g depending on the duty cycle used. After the deposition, 

the RF generator and halogen lamp were switched off and the monomer 

allowed to purge through the system for a further 5 min. Finally the chamber 

was evacuated to base pressure and vented to atmospheric pressure. 

3.3.2 Characterization of Poly(naisopropylacrylamide) Films 

Contact angle analysis on the pulsed plasma polymer NIPAAm films were 

carried out using a VCA2500XE video contact angle system (ASE Products), 

where 2.0 ~I drops of deionized water were placed onto the surface and 

contact angles measured. Contact angle measurements were carried out at 

room temperature (20 oc) and at 40 oc where the sample was mounted onto 

a heated glass plate and temperature monitored with a thermocouple. 

Plasma polymer film thicknesses were measured using a 

spectrophotometer nkd-6000 (Aquila Instruments Ltd). The transmittance

reflectance curves (350-1000 nm wavelength range) were fitted to a Cauchy 

material model using a modified Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm46
. 

Chemical characterization of the deposited films was undertaken by X

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a VG ESCALAB 11 electron 

spectrometer equipped with an unmonochromated Mg Ka1,2 X-ray source 

(1253.6 eV) and a concentric hemispherical analyser. Photoemitted electrons 

were collected at a take-off angle of 30° from the substrate normal, with 

electron detection in the constant analyser energy mode (CAE, pass energy = 
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20 eV). The XPS spectra were referenced to the C(1 s) peak at 285.0 eV and 

fitted with a linear background and equal full-width-at-half-maximum (fwhm) 

Gaussian components using Marquardt minimisation computer software47
• 

Surface infrared spectroscopy was performed using a Perkin Elmer 

Spectrum One FTIR spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT 

detector operating at 4 cm·1 resolution over the 700-4000 cm·1 range. The 

instrument was fitted with a reflection-absorption spectroscopy accessory 

(RAIRS) and a KRS-5 p-polariser with the reflection angle set to 66°. 

3.3.3 Analysis with Surface Plasmon Resonance 

For surface plasmon resonance (SPR) studies, NIPAAm films were deposited 

onto Biacore Sensor Chip Au (Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden). The substrates 

containing the poly-NIPAAm film were mounted in an SPR cartridge and 

placed inside a Biacore 1 000 instrument for analysis. Adsorption of protein to 

the films was determined at temperatures of 25 oc and 36 °C. 

The SPR protocol used for measuring the adsorption of proteins is as 

follows: i) flowing a solution of sodium dodecyl sulphate (+99% Sigma) (40 

mM in buffer solution) over the surface for 3 mins and then rinsing with buffer 

solution for 10 m in; ii) flowing buffer solution for 2 m in, subsequently 

substituting the flow with protein solution (1 mg/ml in buffer) for 30 min; iii) 

allowing buffer solution to flow over the surface for an additional 1 0 min. 

Flow rates employed for all experiments were 1 0 IJI/min. The buffer 

solution comprised 0.01 M HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazinethanesulfonic acid), pH 7.4, 0.15 NaCI, 3 mM 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.005 % polyoxyethylenesorbitan surfactant. 

The two proteins used were fibrinogen (from bovine plasma) (Sigma) and 

lysozyme (from egg white), (Sigma). 

After analyses of the film were complete, the chips were submersed for 

30 min in a solution of 3 parts 99% sulphuric acid and 1 part 37% hydrogen 

peroxide (Aidrich) - "piranha solution" to allow complete removal of the 

polymer films. 
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3.3.4 Anaiysis with Fh.oorescence Microscopy 

The fluorescent protein deployed in fluorescence microscopy experiments 

was fluoroscein isothiocyanate-labelled bovine serum albumin (FITC-BSA) 

(Fiuka), 0.5 mg/ml in HBS-EP buffer 48 
. Fluroscein isocyanate has an 

excitation wavelength of 495 nm and an emission wavelength of 520 nm. 

Samples were soaked in FITC-BSA solution at two temperatures: 40 oc 
and 20 °C, and subsequently viewed with a fluorescence microscope. 

Background fluorescence counts for both ppNIPAAm and PTFE were 

recorded in order to accurately determine the level of fluorescence arising 

from the FITC-BSA. 

The fluorescence images were recorded using an Olympus IX-71 

inverted microscope equipped with a mercury lamp for UV-vis excitation. The 

excitation light was selected using a band-pass filter (UG-1) and reflected off 

a dichroic mirror (Comar Instruments, 475-BK shortwave reflecting) into the 

samples via a 1 Ox lens (Olympus UPLFL). The fluorescence image was 

passed thorough a 520 nm cut off filter (Comar Instruments) and imaged 

using a slow-readout, cooled CCD camera (Starlight-Xpress HX-916), 

producing 650 x 500 pixel image which was transferred to a PC for analysis 

and archiving. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Analysis of Water Contact Angle 

Varying the pulse duty cycle during the plasma deposition affects the 

hydrophobicity and hence water contact angle of the pulsed plasma 

polymerized n-isopropylacrylamide (ppNIPAAm) films. Duty cycle was 

adjusted until the films were as hydrophilic as possible without film removal at 

room temperature i.e. water contact angle is at a minimum, Figure 3.1. If the 

plasma "on time" is too low, the water droplet removes the film. A duty cycle of 

60 ~s on, 2000 ~s off yields the lowest value of water contact angle (44°) 

without the ppNIPAAm film washing off. At this duty cycle, the balance of 

cross-linking and structural retention is such that the films are sufficiently 

hydrophilic yet robust. When the film temperature is raised to 40 °C, contact 
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angle is measured as 81°, exhibiting the change in properties of ppNIPAAm 

films with temperature . 

Angle= 63" 

Duty Cycle = 100 11s on, 
2000 JIS Off 

Angle= 54" 

Duty Cycle = 80 11s on , 
2000 JI S Off 

/ 

Angle = 44" 

Duty Cycle = 60 11s on, 
2000 JlS off 

/ 

/ 

Angle= 57" 

Duty Cycle = 90 11s on, 
2000 JIS Off 

Angle = 49" 

Duty Cycle= 70 11s on , 
2000 !IS Off 

/ 

Angle= 81" 

Duty Cycle= 60 11s on , 
2000 )I S Off , 

Temperature = 40 oc 

Figure 3.1: Variation of water contact angle on ppNIPAAm surfaces with varying 
pulse duty cycle and temperature (temperature = 20 oc, un less stated) 
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3.4.2 Analysis with X-ray Photolectron Spectroscopy 

The stoichiometry of n-isopropylacrylamide pulsed plasma polymer 

(ppNIPAAM) films coincides with theoretical values, Table 3.2. Peak fitting of 

the high resolution C(1 s) envelope reveals four different carbon environments, 

Figure 3.2; hydrocarbon (CxHy = 285.0 eV), carbon adjacent to a carbonyl 

group (C-C=O) = 285.70 eV) carbon attached to nitrogen (C-N = 285.95 eV) 

and carbon doubly bonded to oxygen within an amide group (N-C=O = 288.2 

eV). The absence of any Si(2p) signals verifies homogeneous films of 

thickness greater than 2-5 nm. 

Table 3.2: Elemental analysis of ppNIPAAm by XPS. 

NIPAAm Stoichiometry %C %0 %N %Si 

60/2000 IJS Theoretical 75 12.5 12.5 0 
Pulse duty cycle 

Experimental 74 ± 1 12 ± 1 14 ± 1 0 
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Figure 3.2: XPS C(1 s) Envelope of pulsed plasma polymerized n-isopropylacrylamide. 
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3.4.3 Analysis with Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

Structural retention of ppNIPAAm layers on silicon is also authenticated using 

RAI RS, which detects characteristic absorptions such as the N-H stretch at 

3300 cm-1 (A), the amide I stretch at 1660 cm-1 (C) and the amide 11 stretch at 

1540 cm-1 (E), Figure 3.3(a) and (b), Table 3.3. Absence of the C=C stretch at 

1630 cm-1 (D) in (b) corroborates NIPAAm polymerization. 

Table 3.3: FTIR peak assignments for ppNIPAAm and NIPAAm monomer. 

FTIR Absorption Designation ppNIPAAm NIPAAm 
Peak monomer 

A: 3300 cm_, N-H stretch * * 

B: 2987-2833 cm_, CH2 antisymmetric stretch * * 

C: 1668-1641 cm_, Amide C=O stretch * * 

D: 1630-1620 cm_, C=C double bond stretch * 

E: 1540cm_, Amide 11 stretch * * 

F: 1475-1407 cm_, CH2 scissor deformation * * 
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Figure 3.3: FTIR spectra of (a) n-isopropylacrylamide monomer, (b) pulsed plasma 

polymerized n-isopropylacrylamide. 
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3.4.4 Analysis with Surface Plasmon Resonance 

In surface plasmon resonance, the refractive index of the medium being 

analyzed governs whether an evanescent wave can be produced. This is 

crucial for protein adsorption measurements to be carried out and requires 

film thicknesses on gold chips to be in the order of 20 - 30 nm. If the pulse 

duty cycle used is 60 11s on, 2000 11s off and power is set to 35 W, a plasma 

deposition time of 2 minutes yields ppNIPAAm film thicknesses of 25 nm as 

measured by reflectometry. 

Figures 3.4, 3.5 and Table 3.4 detail the adsorption of fibrinogen and 

lysozyme on ppNIPAAm films. In the case of fibrinogen, an increase in 

adsorption of approximately tenfold is observed when the temperature of the 

films is increased from 25 oc (below the LCST) to 36 oc (above the LCST). In 

the case of lysozyme, the adsorption increased by a factor of approximately 

seven. Adsorption of both proteins at 36 oc is found to be fully reversible. 

Table 3.4: SPR measurements of protein adsorption to ppNIPAAm surface with varying 

temperature. 

Temperature Fibrinogen Adsorption lysozyme Adsorption 
(arbitrary units) (arbitrary units) 

25 oc 188 ± 110 28 ± 15 

36 oc 1831 ± 295 183 ± 125 
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Figure 3.4: Diagram illustrating relative adsorption of fibrinogen to ppN IPAAm films at different 

temperatures determined by SPR (adsorption measured in arbitrary units) . 
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Figure 3.5: Diagram illustrating relative adsorption of lysozyme to ppNIPAAm films at different 

temperatures determined by SPA (adsorption measured in arbitrary units). 
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3.4.5 Analysis with Fluorescence Microscopy 

Figure 3.6 displays a fluorescence image of ppNIPAAm arrays on a PTFE 

chip (1 00 11m squares separated by 20 11m) at 40 °C. The pulsed plasma 

polymerized n-isopropylacrylamide regions are found to exhibit a similar 

degree of fluorescence to the hydrophobic PTFE regions. 

Figure 3.7 corresponds to the ppNIPAAm arrays at room temperature 

(20 °C). The contrast in fluorescence between the ppNIPAAm and PTFE 

regions is significantly more pronounced when the sample is cooled below the 

lower critical solution temperature of ppNIPAAm (32 °C). 

Background fluorescence levels are measured to be 2,200. 

Fluorescence of PTFE and ppNIPAAm before exposure to FITC-BSA are 

found to be 5,000 and 6,000 arbitrary units respectively. Table 3.5 details 

levels of fluorescence measured within the various regions of the sample at 

differing temperatures. As found with surface plasmon resonance, adsorption 

of proteins at 40 oc is reversible. When the sample is cooled to 20 °C, 

fluorescence and hence protein adsorption is reduced by a factor of 7.5, 

which is relatively consistent with values obtained by SPR. The affinity of 

ppNIPAAm to different protein structures may vary, resulting in differences in 

adsorption measurements when a different adsorbate is used29 e.g. albumin 

and fibrinogen. The affinity for protein adsorption of PTFE is found not to vary 

noticeably with temperature. 

Table 3.5: Adsorption of FITC-BSA to PTFE-ppNIPPAAm array determined by fluorescence 

microscopy. 

Mean Fluorescence (counts) 

Squares (ppNIPAAm) Gaps (PTFE) 

Total Background 8,200 7,200 
Fluorescence 
40 oc sample following 29,850 34,044 
exposure to FITC-BSA 
minus background 21,650 26844 
fluorescence 
20 oc sample following 11 '100 32,705 
exposure to FITC-BSA 

minus background 2,900 25,505 
fluorescence 
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Figure 3.6: Fluorescence image of ppNIPAAm array reacted with FITC-BSA at 40 °C. 
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Figure 3.7: Fluorescence image of ppNIPAAm array reacted with FITC-BSA at 20 °C. 
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The fully reversible adsorption of proteins with temperature is a marked 

improvement on existing continuous wave methodologies. lt is a consequence 

of a significant reduction in cross-linking within the ppNIPAAm structure, 

resulting in an increased degree of freedom of the polymer chains. This in turn, 

permits change in chain conformation to occur more effectively with 

temperature. The inherent response of pulsed plasma polymerized NIPAAm 

films leads to little or no trapping of protein molecules within the polymer 

matrix upon cooling to below the LCST. 

This single step procedure has a strong potential for applications such as 

tissue engineering. Cells (which essentially consist of proteins) can be 

cultured on ppNIPAAm-coated surfaces at body temperature, preceding their 

removal which can be achieved by simply cooling the substrate to room 

temperature22
-
24

. 

3.5 Conclusions 

A substrate-independent, one step process for the deposition of well-defined, 

thermally responsive poly(n-isopropylacrylamide) films has been developed 

and successfully utilised as a "smart polymer'' surface. 

This has been a noticeable improvement on the existing continuous 

wave protocol due to the high level of structural retention, which has resulted 

in the fully reversible adsorption of proteins with temperature, which had not 

been achievable with previously deployed plasma deposition methods. 

The apparent high level of control in protein affinity of these films with 

changing temperature along with a simplistic preparation process exemplifies 

their suitability in the cell culture and tissue engineering industries. 
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Chapter 4: Surface~initiated Agueous~Phase Free 

Radical Polymerization of Acrvlates and Acrylamides 

4. ~ ~ntroduction 

Free radical polymerization utilising initiators such as benzoyl peroxide 1 and 

azobisbutyronitrile2 
•
3 (AIBN) has been extensively used to polymerize a wide 

range of vinyl monomers such as styrene4
, ethylene5 and various acrylates6

· 
7

. 

4.1.1 Mechanism of Free Radical-initiated Polymerization 

Radical polymerization proceeds as according to the mechanism outlined in 

Scheme 4.1 where AIBN is employed as the initiator. 

~R f'N'-~+ 
CN ·.CN 

N 
Ill + 
N ~· 

R 

Propagation ! kp 

Recombination 

~c 
R R 

Disproportionation 1 k,, 

R 

+ 

Scheme 4.1: Mechanism of free radical polymerization 
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Initiation and termination give rise to structural units that differ to those that 

constitute the bulk of the polymer chain. However when expressed as a weight 

fraction of the total material, they appear insignificant. 

The major virtue of radical polymerization is that it can be undertaken 

under relatively undemanding conditions, exhibiting a tolerance to trace 

impurities. Additionally, high molecular weight polymers can be produced without 

having to remove stabilizers found in commercially available monomers and 

polymerization can proceed in aqueous media. 

The propagation step in radical polymerization is very fast, for example 

propagation rate, kp for styrene8 is 2000 Lmor1s-1
. Rate of chain termination, ktc. 

which can occur by the recombination of radicals is also very rapid9
; ktc - 107 

Lmor1s-1
. Disproportionation, where a hydrogen atom is transferred between 

chains can also terminate chain growth 10
. Rate of polymer chain growth by free

radical polymerization can be described by Figure 4.1 . 

Termination reactions 
dominate 

Propagation 

Reaction time 

Figure 4.1: Molecular weight of polymer chains with reaction time. 
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Hence attaining a target molecular weight for polymer chains can be problematic 

due to the fact that chain termination reactions dominate as reaction time 

increases. 

One notable complication in free radical polymerization is chain transfer. 

This can be described as a reaction between a propagating radical and a non 

radical constituent to produce a dead polymer chain and a radical capable of 

propagating a new chain, Scheme 4.2. 

~CH2j· + X-Y 

R 

Transfer 

Scheme 4.2: Chain transfer during radical polymerization 

X 
~cH0 + v· 

R 

Dialkyldiazene initiators such as AI BN are widely deployed in radical 

polymerization due to the fact they decompose into free radical groups at 

comparatively low temperatures (60-70 °C)11and have a low tendency towards 

chain transfer. Most dialkyldiazene initiators are symmetrical and generally 

tertiary with functionalities such as a cyano group to stabilize the incipient 

radical12
• 

13
• 

14
. The proportion of useful radicals generated from AIBN is typically 

50 - 70% in media of low viscosity (i.e. low conversion polymerizations). The 

main cause of inefficiency is the loss of radicals through self-reaction 15
. 

Molecular oxygen can present a hindrance towards free radical 

polymerization 16
. Media are usually thoroughly purged with inert gas such as 

nitrogen or outgassed to remove molecular oxygen present prior to 

polymerization. If these measures are not taken, oxygen can become involved in 

and complicate initiation processes. In the case of AIBN, the cyanoisopropyl 

radical reacts with molecular oxygen to form an alkyl-peroxy radical 17
. This is 

then able to abstract hydrogen from monomers or polymers to form potentially 

reactive hydroperoxides and new species that can themselves initiate 

polymerization, cause chain transfer and hence further complications, Scheme 

4.3. 
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Scheme 4.3: The effects of molecular oxygen on radical polymerization. 

4.1.2 Free Radicalainitiated Polymerization from Surfaces 

Free radical initiators, namely AIBN analogues, have been successfully adhered 

to surfaces by a variety of methods. These include the formation of self 

assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold with carboxylic acid functionalities 18 that 

can be subsequently activated with Woodward's reagent19 or pentafluorophenol20 

to permit attachment of 2,2'-azobis(2-amidinopropane) hydrochloride. Further 

strategies include azo initiators functionalized with acid groups such as 4,4-

azobis(4-cyano-pentanoic acid) and 4,4-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) that can be 

grafted to surface-confined amino or halogen moieties tailored to silica 

substrates21
' 

22
' 

23
, carbon24

, polypeptide microcapsules25
, monolithic polymer 

discs26
• 
27 and plasma-activated polyamide28

• 

Surface properties such as wetting, biocompatibility and adhesion can be 

easily controlled from modification by surface-grafted polymers. Polymeric films 

of this nature have been extensively employed for applications such as food 

packaging, microelectronic components29
• 
30 and biocompatible coatings31

• 
32

. 
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4.2 Aims 

The objectives underlying this work are the surface attachment of a free radical 

initiator followed by surface-initiated radical polymerization. By employing pulsed 

plasma polymerization of glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) and its reactivity towards 

amines, an amine-terminated AIBN analogue such as 2,2'-azobis(2-

amidinopropane) can be grafted to a substrate surface in two reaction steps, 

Scheme 4.4. This improves on previously described methods that require 

additional reaction steps and are limited by substrate-specific chemistries. 

Scheme 4.4: Reaction mechanism for amination of epoxides. 

Surface-initiated free radical polymerization of monomers such as acrylates and 

acrylamides can then be undertaken in aqueous media, Scheme 4.5. This 

method can be employed to generate arrays of grafted polymer chains, 

exemplifying the versatility of this method for a variety of applications. 
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Scheme 4.5: Surface retention of poly(glycidyl methacrylate) followed by functionalization with 

amine-terminated azo-initiator and subsequent free radical polymerization. 
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4.3 Experimental 

4.3.1 Preparation of Initiator Surface 

Glycidyl methacrylate (97% purity, Aldrich) was loaded into a sealable glass tube, 

followed by further purification using several freeze-pump-thaw cycles to remove 

adsorbed gases. Pulsed plasma polymerization of the precursor was undertaken 

in a cylindrical glass reactor (4.5 cm diameter, 460 cm3 volume, 2 x 1 o-3 m bar 

base pressure, leak rate 1.4 x 1 o-9 molls) enclosed in a Faraday cage and 

surrounded by a copper coil (4 mm diameter, 10 turns, located 15 cm away from 

the precursor inlet). The chamber was evacuated using a 30 L min-1 rotary pump 

attached to a liquid nitrogen cold trap, whilst monitoring the system pressure with 

a Pirani gauge. All fittings were grease-free. The output impedance of a 13.56 

MHz radio frequency (RF) power supply was matched to the partially ionised gas 

load using an L-C network. During pulsed plasma deposition, the RF source was 

triggered by a signal generator and the pulse shape monitored with an 

oscilloscope. 

Prior to each deposition, the apparatus was cleaned by scrubbing with 

detergent, rinsing in propan-2-ol, and then oven drying. At this stage the reactor 

was reassembled and evacuated to base pressure. Further cleaning entailed 

running a continuous wave air plasma at 0.2 mbar and 40 W lasting 30 min. 

Next, silicon wafers or polytetrafluoroethylene strips (1.0 cm x 1.5 cm) were 

inserted into the centre of the reactor and the system pumped back to base 

pressure. Glycidyl methacrylate vapour was introduced into the chamber at a 

pressure of 0.15 mbar for 5 min prior to plasma ignition. Film deposition 

conditions corresponded to a 20 W continuous wave bursts lasting 20 f.!S Uon), 

followed by an off-period {t0 tt) set at 20,000 f.!S33
. After the deposition, the RF 

generator was switched off and the monomer allowed to purge through the 

system for a further 5 min. Finally the chamber was evacuated to base pressure 

and vented to atmospheric pressure. 

The pulsed plasma polymerized glycidyl methacrylate (ppGMA) coated 

substrates were immersed in a 0.1 M aqueous solution of 2,2'-azobis(2-
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amidinopropane) hydrochloride (VAzo) (99%, Aldrich), 3.0 M sodium chloride 

(99.9%, Sigma) and 0.5 M sodium citrate dehydrate (99%, Aldrich) (pH adjusted 

to 4.5 with citric acid monohydrate (99%, Aldrich)) for 16 hours before being 

washed in deionized water and dried in a stream of nitrogen. 

4.3.2 Free Radical Polymerization 

The ppGMA-VAzo films were submersed in a 1.0 M aqueous solution of either n

isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm), (98% Aldrich) or methylmethacrylate (99%, 

Aldrich), outgassed using several freeze thaw cycles to remove oxygen and 

heated at 65 oc for 16 hours in a silicone oil bath. The films were then removed 

and washed in deionized water. 

Control experiments involved attempting free radical polymerization of n

isopropylacrylamide with pulsed plasma polymerized GMA films minus VAzo 

functional ization. 

Film characterization was undertaken with X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and reflectometry 

procedures in accordance with those outlined in chapter 3. 

4.3.3 Formation of Poly(n-isopropylacrylamide) Arrays 

Arrays of free radical polymerized NIPAAm were formed by plasma depositing 

GMA through a nickel grid (200 mesh, 200 11m holes separated by 20 11m) 

embossed onto 1.0 x 1.0 cm squares of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). This was 

followed by the removal of the grid and submersion of the ppGMA-coated PTFE 

squares in the aqueous VAzo solution. After washing in deionized water, the 

VAzo-derivatized PTFE squares were subjected to free radical polymerization of 

NIPAAm. 

The arrays were tested for thermal response and protein adsorption by 

immersion in a solution of fluoroscein isothiocyanate-labelled bovine serum 

albumin (FITC-BSA) (Fiuka), 0.5 mg/ml in HBS-EP buffer at temperatures of 20 

oc and 40 °C. The films were subsequently rinsed in a buffer solution of the 
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corresponding temperature and viewed with fluorescence microscopy (see 

chapter 3 for specifications). 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Analysis with X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. 

Elemental composition of pulsed plasma polymerized glycidyl methacrylate 

(ppGMA) determined by XPS, coincides with theoretical values, Table 4.1. The 

high resolution XPS C(1 s) envelope of ppGMA, Figure 4.2(a), exhibits five 

different carbon environments: carbon bonded to hydrogen (CxHy = 285.0 eV), 

carbon adjoining a carbonyl group (Q-C=O = 285.7 eV), carbon bonded to 

oxygen (Q-0 = 286.45 eV), carbon in an epoxide group (binding energy= 287.2 

eV) and carbon within a carbonyl group (Q=O = 289.1 eV)34
. Absence of any 

Si(2p) signals authenticates homogeneous films of thickness greater than 2-5 

nm. 

Stoichiometric analysis of ppGMA reacted with 2,2'-azobis(2-

amidinopropane) hydrochloride (VAzo) shows that approximately 25% of the 

epoxide groups within a 2-5 nm penetration depth had reacted with amine 

groups, thus tailoring the free radical initiator to the surface, Table 4.1. 

Elemental analysis of the poly(n-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) films is 

in good agreement with the theoretical values. Four carbon environments are 

observed with XPS: carbon bonded to hydrogen (CxHy = 285.0 eV), carbon 

adjacent to a carbonyl group (C-C=O = 285.7 eV), carbon bonded to nitrogen (Q

N = 285.95 eV) and carbonyl carbon within an amide group (C=O = 288.2 eV), 

Figure 4.2b. 

Stoichiometry measurements of the poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) 

layer corroborate predicted values, Table 4.1. The absence of a nitrogen signal 

indicates a homogeneous film of PMMA polymer chains within a 2-5 nm 

penetration depth. The XPS C(1s) envelope details four different carbon 

environments characteristic of PMMA: carbon bonded to hydrogen (CxHy = 285.0 

eV), carbon adjacent to a carbonyl group (C-C=O = 285.7 eV), carbon bonded to 
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oxygen (C-O = 286.45 eV) and carbonyl carbon within an ester group, (N-C=O = 

289.1 eV), Figure 2.2c. 

Table 4.1: Elemental composition of ppGMA, ppGMA-VAzo and polymer films determined by 

XPS. 

Surface Coating %C %0 %N 

ppGMA Theoretical 70 30 -

Experimental 70 30 -
ppGMA-VAzo Theoretical (assuming 62.5 12.5 25 

100% of ppGMA reacts with 

VAzo) 

Experimental 63 25 12 

Free radical-polymerized Theoretical 75 12.5 12.5 

n-isopropylacrylamide 

Experimental 74 13 13 

Free radical-polymerized Theoretical 72 28 0 

methyl methacrylate 

Experimental 73 27 <0.1 
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Figure 4.2: XPS C(1s) envelope of (a) pulsed plasma polymerized glycidyl methacrylate, (b) free 

radical-polymerized n-isopropylacrylamide, (c) free radical-polymerized methylmethacrylate. 
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4.4.2 Analysis with Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. 

FTIR spectra authenticate structural retention of poly(glycidyl methacrylate) 

functionalities in the pulsed plasma polymer layer by the detection of signature 

absorptions such as epoxide stretches at 840 and 908 cm·1 and the carbonyl 

stretch at 1730 cm·1
, Table 4.2, Figure 4.3 (a) and (b). Absence of the C=C 

stretch at 1630 cm·1 confirms that polymerization has occurred. Structural 

retention of 2,2'-azobis(2-amidinopropane) is also corroborated by the presence 

of amine stretches at 3300 cm·1 and 1600 cm·1 and the C-N stretch at 1670 cm·1
, 

Figure 4.3 (c) and (d). 

Further analysis with FTIR-RAIRS verifies the growth of PNIPAAm chains. 

The characteristic amide bands at 1680 cm·1 and 1540 cm·1 are observed in 

addition to the carbonyl peak at 1730 cm·1
, representative of the ppGMA layer, 

Figure 4.4 (e) and (f). Due to obvious structural similarities, FTIR-RAIRS cannot 

effectively distinguish between the pulsed plasma polymerized PGMA layer and 

the PMMA polymer chains, due to many of the signature peaks being shared by 

both polymers, Figure 4.4 (g) and (h). The presence of PMMA chains was 

corroborated by analysis with XPS and by a significant increase in film thickness 

(+ 70 nm) following polymerization. 

Control experiments reveal no structural retention of poly(n

isopropylacrylamide) or discernible increase in film thickness, verifying the VAzo 

functionality is responsible for polymer chain growth from the surface. 
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Table 4.2: FTIR peak assignments. 

Designation GMA ppGMA ppGMA- VAzo NIPAAm ppGMA-V Azo- MMA ppGMA-

VAzo NIPAAm VAzo-MMA 

A: N-H stretch, * * * * * 

3250- 3300 cm· 1 

B: CH2 stretch, * * * * * * * 

2930 cm· 1 

C: C=O ester * * * * * * 

stretch, 

1730 cm· 1 

D: C=N stretch, * * 

1660 cm· 1 

E: Amide C=O * * 

stretch, 

1680 cm·1 

F: C=C stretch, * * * 

1630 cm·1 

G: NH2 * * 

deformation, 

1600 cm·1 

H: Amide (11) * * 

stretch, 

1540 cm·1 

I: Epoxide ring * * * * * 

breathing, 

1253 cm·1 

J: Epoxide * * * * * 

antisymmetric 

stretch, 908 cm·1 

K: Epoxide * * * * * 

symmetric stretch 

stretch, 840 cm·1 
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Figure 4.3: FTIR spectra of (a) glycidylmethacrylate monomer, (b) pulsed plasma-polymerized glycidyl 

methacrylate, (c) pulsed plasma-polymerized glycidyl methacrylate reacted with 2,2'-azobis(2-

amidinopropane) hydrochloride, (d) 2,2'-azobis(2-amidinopropane) hydrochloride. 
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Figure 4.4: FTIR spectra of (a) n-isopropylacrylamide monomer, (b) free radical-polymerized n

isopropylacrylamide, (c) free radical-polymerized methylmethacrylate, (d) methylmethacrylate 

monomer. 
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4.4.3 Analysis of PNIPAAm films with Fluorescence Microscopy 

The versatility of this method of surface-induced polymerization can be 

demonstrated by the formation of microscopic arrays of well-defined polymers. 

Figure 4.5 displays a fluorescence image of ppNIPAAm squares on PTFE strips 

(1 00 11m squares separated by 10 11m) at 20 °C. Due to the inherent resistance to 

adsorption of proteins exhibited by both PNIPAAm (below lower critical solution 

temperature) and the inertness of PTFE, the fluorescence signal is most 

pronounced around the edges of the PNIPAAm squares. This is attributable to 

residual traces of exposed ppGMA, which has a greater affinity to protein 

adsorption. Figure 4.6 corresponds to the PNIPAAm arrays at 40 °C. When 

heated above the lower critical solution temperature (32 °C), PNIPAAm becomes 

susceptible to protein adsorption (Chapters 3 and 7) and hence fluorescence can 

now be clearly observed in these regions. 

Background fluorescence levels for the PNIPAAm squares and the PTFE 

gaps were measured to be 9,500 and 7,000 arbitrary units respectively. Table 4.3 

details levels of fluorescence measured within the various regions of the sample 

at differing temperatures. lt can be seen that the fluorescence and hence 

adsorption of FITC-BSA protein within ppNIPAAm regions is a factor of 6 - 7 

times higher at 40 oc than at 20 °C, which is in excellent agreement with values 

determined for pulsed plasma polymerized NIPAAm, Chapter 3. Adsorption of 

FITC-BSA for PTFE is observed not to vary noticeably with temperature, verifying 

its relative inertness. 

T bl a e 4.3: A dsorpt1on o f FITC BSA PNIPPAA - to fl m array usmg uorescence m1croscopy. 
Mean Fluorescence (counts) 

Squares (PNIPAAm) Gaps (PTFE) 

Background Fluorescence 9,500 7,000 

20 ac sample 12,390 10,360 

minus background 2,890 3,360 
fluorescence 

40 ac sample 28,240 10,725 

minus background 19,240 3,725 
fluorescence 
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Figure 4.5: Fluorescence image of PNIPAAm array at 20 oc following exposure to FITC-BSA. 
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Figure 4.6: Fluorescence image of PNIPAAm array at 40 oc following exposure to FITC-BSA. 
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Reflectometry measurements show that films thicknesses increased from - 1 00 

nm to- 160- 180 nm when PMMA or PNIPAAm chains are grown from ppGMA

VAzo films. This is found to not vary noticeably with reaction time, suggesting 

only a very limited degree of control over polymer chain molecular weight as 

expressed by Figure 4.1. Polymerization in solution is also observed in both 

cases, which is consistent with the reaction mechanism in Scheme 4.5 where 

one of the radical species produced can dissociate from the surface and induce 

polymerization. 

The thermal response of poly(n-isopropylacrylamide) films is further 

verified by water contact angle measurements. At 20 °C, contact angle is found 

to be 48° ±1. When heated on a glass plate at 40 °C, water contact angle of the 

films increases to 86° ±2. This change in hydrophobicity is representative of the 

change in conformation of the PNIPAAm chains when the lower critical solution 

temperature of 32 oc is surpassed (see Chapter 3). 

The production of thin, well-defined polymer films and thermo-responsive, 

biocompatible polymer microarrays has highlighted the potential of this technique 

for applications such as the controlled delivery of drugs35
· 

36 and the culturing of 

cells37
. 

4.5 Conclusions 

A substrate-independent, two-step method for generating surface-bound free 

radical initiating groups has been developed via pulsed plasma polymerization of 

glycidyl methacrylate followed by reaction with an amine-terminated 

dialkyldiazene. Polymer chains of methylmethacrylate and n-isopropylacrylamide 

have been successfully grown from these surfaces in aqueous conditions. 

Analysis with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and infrared spectroscopy 

has corroborated a high retention of functional groups within these polymer films. 

Further analysis with fluorescence microscopy has authenticated the formation of 

microscopic arrays and the thermo-responsive properties of poly(n

isopropylacrylamide). 
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Chapter 5: Electrodeless Deposition of Transition 

Metals onto Pulsed Plasma Polymer Films 

5.1 Introduction 

Electrodeless metal deposition is a process where metal ions in solution are 

chemically reduced to the metal at the substrata surface 1 . This process has 

been successfully employed for the metallization of non-conducting substrates 

such as plastics and ceramics in the electronic and automotive industries and 

the metal plating of substrates with complex shapes 2• 
3

· 
4

. 

Further applications for electrodeless deposition of metals are in porous 

electrodes 5
. These electrodes require three-dimensional structures with a 

large surface area and micro-porositl. One such substrata suitable for this 

application is Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene), which is a high-temperature 

thermoplastic used for insulation. Teflon possesses many desirable properties 

such as thermal stability and a low dielectric constant. However it is 

chemically inactive and exhibits poor adhesion qualities, but if pre-treated with 

boiling hydrochloric acid and subsequently submersed in a palladium catalyst 

solution, C-F-Pd bonds are formed. 

Advances in the microelectronics industry have resulted in copper and 

nickel rapidly replacing the more commonly used aluminium in multilevel 

metallization processes. These metals have a lower susceptibility to 

electromigration and a lower resistance-capacitance delay than aluminium. 

The metallization of substrates using electrodeless methods is simplistic, 

selective and economical as well as requiring low processing temperatures. 

Palladium is one of the most commonly used catalysts for electrodeless 

plating1
.7. However, it cannot be chemisorbed to most inert substrates without 

prior sensitization of the surface with a tin compound such as SnCI2. 
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5.1.1 : Existing Methods of Electrodeless Metal Deposition 

Recently developed methods include the selective binding of palladium 

catalysts to surface-bound ligands 8 such as self-assembled monolayers of 

amine groups tailored to silicon using silane linkages5
, making the surface 

amenable to electrode less deposition of metals9
. 

Patterning on the substrata is attainable by various methods including x

rays, ion beams and electron beams which destroy the ligating ability of 

regions of the substrata 1 0
· 

11
· 

To successfully generate arrays of nickel and copper deposition, one 

strategy that has been successfully used is the deposition of chloromethyl 

styrene groups 12
· 

13
• 

14
. Aromatic based films are excellent for patterning due to 

the fact that they readily absorb ultra-violet light (UV). The functional groups of 

chloromethyl styrene are radiation-sensitive 15 causing it to rapidly lose a 

hydrogen chloride molecule at low exposure doses of UV (-50 mJ/cm2
). This 

would allow oxidation of the chloromethyl groups to aldehydes 16
. If a mask is 

used, only exposed regions of the chloromethyl styrene film will be oxidized 

by radiation. 

Areas within the chloromethyl styrene film not oxidised by UV are able to 

entrap pyridine groups 13
• Pyridine can only be entrapped in the non-oxidised 

regions because the carboxylate product hinders ligand insertion due to 

increased hydrophilicity and steric effects. A Palladium (11) catalyst can then 

be attached to the nitrogen atoms within the pyridine molecules, allowing 

subsequent metal deposition. 

Another recently-developed strategy is to reductively aminate the 

oxidised aldehyde regions, hence forming NH2 groups that can permit 

attachment of a Pd(ll) catalyst. The advantages of this reaction are that it can 

be done in aqueous solutions and at ambient conditions. If the selective in-situ 

reduction is carried out using NaBH3CN, imines are irreversibly trapped as 

aliphatic amines 17
. Hence reductive amination of benzaldehyde groups (as 

formed in oxidation of chloromethyl styrene with UV radiation) will yield amine

functionalized benzene rings which can be used for selective electrodeless 

metal deposition. 
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5.1.2 Electrodeless Metal Deposition Baths 

In 1946, Brenner and Riddell found that deposition of Nickel occurred when 

no external current was applied 18
. The nickel deposition was not only 

dependant on chemical reduction, but also on a catalytic surface. Once 

initiated, the nickel deposit was itself catalytic; hence this process was 

described as 'the autocatalytic chemical reduction of metal ions to form a 

metal deposit '- 'electrode less 19
'. 

This led to electrodeless plating, which is very important for finishing 

steel, copper, plastics and many materials. lt is also widely used in the 

electronics industry. The advantages of electrodeless plating over electrolytic 

plating include the following: 

):;> Allows uniform deposits over irregular surfaces 

J:;> Direct plating on non-conductors 

;.. Deposits are less porous and more corrosion resistant 

J:;> Deposition can occur on isolated metal areas 

Nickel-phosphorous, nickel-boron and copper deposition systems are the 

techniques most commonly used. The main advantage of electrodeless 

deposition is deposit uniformity, which can be achieved on irregular surfaces 

such as threads and complex-shaped parts. Uniform deposits on small holes, 

crevices and tube interiors are virtually impossible with the electrolytic plating 

technique. Electrodeless nickel and copper are commonly deposited on non

conductors as a conductive base for subsequent electrolytic plating. They are 

both employed for electroplated plastic products that will be subjected to 

prolonged, corrosive environmental exposure. Electrodeless nickel and 

copper are also used for the functional plating of plastics for the purpose of 

controlling electromagnetic interference e.g. in computer packages20
. Thicker 

coatings of electrodeless copper have been employed in printed circuit boards 

for many years. Other electrodeless baths currently available include cobalt, 

tin, gold and silver. 
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5.1.3 Nickel-Boron Electrodeless Bath 

Nickel-boron alloys have been successfully employed in the food-processing, 

automotive, aircraft and petroleum industries21
· 

22
. 

lt has been found that certain reagents have the ability to dramatically 

increase nickel deposition rates. These are referred to as exaltants23 and can 

also provide beneficial complexing and buffer action24
. The ratio of reducing 

agents, in this case boranes, and nickel salts is also important as this can 

affect the optimum deposition rate and properties of the resulting alloy e.g. 

wear resistance and hardness. Trace amounts of catalytic poisons25 are also 

added to stabilise the bath and prevent spontaneous decomposition that can 

result in a black powder and hence a useless solution. Existing nickel-boron 

baths therefore consist of chelates, exaltants, buffers, stabilisers as well as 

dimethylaminoborane and the necessary nickel salts, operating at pH values 

of 5 to 11. The deposited nickel-boron alloy (Ni-B) contains around 0.1 up to 5 

% (by weight) boron which is co-deposited26
. Deposits that contain around 0.5 

% boron exhibit properties very similar to that of pure nickel such as electrical 

properties and melting point (- 1450 °C)27
. 

The proposed mechanism for Ni-B deposition is as follows28
: 

The hydride ion on the catalytic surface can react with available nickel ions by 

electron transfer to produce a nickel deposit and hydrogen gas evolution 

2H- + Ni2+ ... (2) 

Hence the overall reaction is: 

2 gram-moles of dimethylaminoborane can theoretically produce 1 gram 

atomic weight of nickel. 
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5.1.4 Copper Electrodeless Bath 

This bath was first developed for plated-through-hole printed circuit boards. 

The first copper baths utilised the autocatalytic chemical reduction of copper 

from alkaline copper tartrate baths with formaldehyde as the reducing agene9
. 

Copper baths have a limited life because cuprous oxide particles form 

spontaneously in solution, acting as catalytic nuclei for the formation of 

precipitous copper powder, leading to rapid decomposition of the bath. 

Baths can be stabilised by bubbling through air, hence oxidising the 

cuprous oxide, preventing the formation of the destabilizing catalytic nuclei. 

Other reagents such as thiourea 30 
, cyanide 31 and divalent sulphur 

compounds32 are also effective stabilisers. 

Formaldehyde reduction capability increases with alkalinity, hence baths 

are normally operated at a pH above 12. Complexing agents prevent cupric 

hydroxide precipitation. They are crucial because they affect bath stability, 

decomposition rates and quality of copper deposits. Tartrates, alkanoamines 

and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid can be used as complexing agents. 

Theoretically, for each gram atomic weight of copper plated 

electrodelessly on a catalytic surface, at least 2 moles of formaldehyde and 4 

moles of sodium hydroxide are consumed and 1 mole of hydrogen is evolved: 

Cu2+ + 2HCHO + 40H-

There will be, in reality, more formaldehyde and hydroxide consumed due to 

disproportionation into methanol and formate. The actual mechanism may 

involve hydride transfer from formaldehyde at the catalytic surface, similar to 

the Ni-B bath 13
. 
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5.2 Anms 

The objective of this work is to improve on existing methods of metal 

deposition onto surfaces via the pulsed plasma polymerization of nitrogen

containing precursors, which allows the development of a substrate 

independent, solventless method for generating sites that are amenable to 

Pd(ll) attachment. Hence if a monomer such as 4-vinylaniline is pulsed 

plasma polymerized onto substrates such as silicon wafers, sheets of 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or polystyrene beads; functionalized surfaces 

with amine moieties can be generated in one reaction step. A Pd (11) catalyst 

can then be tailored to surface-confined amine groups permitting subsequent 

deposition of copper and nickel via suitable electrodeless baths. Microscopic 

arrays of deposited metals can be achieved by embossing substrates with a 

grid prior to the plasma deposition step. 

5.3. ~: PIUIIsed Plasma Polymernzatnon of 4-Vnny~ani~ine 

The formation of plasma polymers on surfaces was carried out according to 

the procedures outlined in Chapter 4. The pulse duty cycle used in the 

deposition of 4-vinylaniline (98% purity, Aid rich) was 100 llS on, 4000 llS off 

with peak power set to 20 W. This pulse duty cycle has been successfully 

exploited previously for depositions involving precursors containing aromatic 

ring groups. Polystyrene beads were coated using a plasma chamber rotated 

by motors at approx 20 rpm to ensure maximum exposure of the beads' 

surface area to the plasma. Depositions were performed at room temperature 

(20 °C). 

5.3.2: Attachmeni of a PalladoiUim Cataiys1t 

Pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylaniline (pp4VAni) coated silicon wafers 

were submersed in an aqueous catalyst solution containing 0.01 M palladium 

chloride (99%, Aldrich), 3.0 M sodium chloride (99.9%, Sigma) and O.o M 

sodium citrate dehydrate (99%, Aldrich) (pH adjusted to 4.5 with citric acid 
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monohydrate (99%, Aldrich)) for 2 hours and before being washed in 

deionised water for 1 hour. 

5.3.3: Electrodeless Deposition of Selected Metals 

The pp4VAni-Pd films were then immersed for 30 minutes in an aqueous 

solution consisting of 1 .5% by weight copper sulphate pentahydrate (98%, 

Fluka), 7% sodium potassium tartrate (98%, Aid rich), 1% sodium hydroxide 

(98%, Fluka) and 50% formaldehyde (37% in water, Aldrich) to allow the 

formation of a layer of copper metal. 

For the electrodeless deposition of nickel; pp4VAni-coated substrates 

were submersed in an EL468 Nickel Bath (Shipley), containing nickel sulphate, 

dimethylaminoborane and active components for 30 minutes. 

Control experiments entailed immersion of pp4VAni films in the metal 

baths without derivatization with the palladium catalyst. 

5.3.4: Formation of Metal Arrays 

A brass grid comprising of 500 J...lm holes separated by 1 mm was embossed 

onto 2.0 cm squares of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). This was followed by 

a 10 minute deposition of 4-vinylaniline onto the substrate as previously 

described. The grid was subsequently removed and the substrates treated as 

outlined in section 5.3.2. This was followed by immersion in either the nickel 

or copper sulphate baths for 30 minutes. The arrays were viewed with a multi

step optical microscope (Spectrum One, Perkin Elmer) fitted with a x 20 

magnification lens and a 5,000 J...lm image obtained with a 100 J...lm step 

resolution. 

5.3.5: Formation of Metal-coated Beads 

The versatility of this methodology was demonstrated by coating polystyrene 

beads (80 IJm diameter, Biosearch Technologies One) with a pulsed plasma 

polymerized 4-vinylaniline layer and subsequently treating with palladium 

catalyst before submersion in the nickel bath for 30 minutes. The nickel

coated microspheres were then washed in deionized water and sprinkled on 

top of a thin layer of molten thermoplastic adhesive (Tempfix, Agar Scientific) 
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which had been spread onto an aluminium plate (1 x 1 cm). Cooling to room 

temperature allowed immobilization of the beads into the adhesive surface. 

Thin slices were taken off the top of the exposed polymer microspheres by 

mounting the plate onto a cryogenic microtome to reveal cross-sections. 

Throughout the cutting procedure, the temperature of the substrate holder and 

knife was kept below -20 ac whilst the surrounding chamber temperature was 

maintained at -90 ac. Following a 10 nm coating of gold, the nickel layer 

enveloping the beads could be viewed by utilising scanning electron 

microscopy (Cambridge Instruments, model 8240). 

5.4: Results and Discussion 

5.4.1: Pulsed Plasma Polymerization of 4-vinylaniline 

Analysis with XPS shows that stoichiometric measurements of pp4VAni are in 

excellent agreement with theoretical values, Table 5.1. The high resolution 

XPS C(1 s) envelope exhibits 3 carbon environments, carbon within an 

aromatic ring bonded to hydrogen (binding energy= 284.75 eV), carbon within 

a hydrocarbon group (285.0 eV) and carbon adjoined to nitrogen (285.95 eV), 

Figure 5.1. The TT-TT* shake up peak can be observed at 291.5 eV, hence 

corroborating structural retention of aromatic groups. The N(1 s) binding 

energy of 4-vinylaniline is measured to be 398 eV. 
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Table 5.1: Stoichiometries of pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylaniline (pp4VAni), pp4VAni

Pd(II)CI2, pp4VAni-Pd(II)CI2-copperand pp4VAni-Pd(II)CI2-nickelfound by XPS. 

Surface Coating %C %N %0 %Cl %Pd %Metal 

(estimated sensitivity 

factors) 

pp4VAni Theoretical 89 11 0 - - -

Experimental 89 ± 1 11 ± 1 Trace - - -

pp4 VAni-Pd( II)CI2 Experimental 64 8 22 4 2 -

pp4VAni-Pd(II)CI2 Experimental 50 3 34 Trace Trace 13 

copper 

pp4 VAni-Pd( II)CI2 Experimental 25 Trace 39 Trace Trace 36 

nickel 

%8 

-

-

-

-

Trace 
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Figure 5.1: XPS C(1 s) spectra of pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylaniline. 

Figure 5.2 details the FTIR spectra of 4-vinylaniline monomer and the plasma 

polymer films. The peaks at 3435 (A), 3360 cm·1 (B) and 1620 cm·1 (E2), 

which are representative of amine stretches are found to be prevalent in both 

spectra along with aromatic stretches at 1603 cm-1 (E3) and 1520 cm-1 (F), 

authenticating the presence of 4-vinylaniline, Table 5.2. Peaks E1, E2 and E3 

are situated in such close proximity that it is not possible to distinguish 
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between them. Hence they are represented by a combination of peaks, Figure 

5.2(a). A decrease in width and intensity relative to aromatic peak (F) is 

observed in Figure 5.2(b) due to an absence of the C=C stretch at 1630 cm-1 

(E1) following pulsed plasma polymerization of 4-vinylaniline. 

Table 5.2: FTIH peak assignments for 4-vinylaniline monomer and pulsed plasma polymer. 

Designation 4-vinylaniline monomer 4-vinylaniline plasma 

polymer 

A: Antisymmetric amine * * 

stretch, 3435 cm-1 

B: Symmetric amine stretch, * * 

3360 cm-1 

C: CH2 in-phase stretch, 2992 * * 

cm-1 

D: Aromatic ring stretch, 2921 * * 

cm-1 

E1: C=C stretch, 1630 cm-1 * 

E2: NH2 scissor stretch, 1620 * * 

cm-1 

E3: Para-substituted benzene * * 

stretch, 1 603 cm -1 

F: Para-substituted benzene * * 

stretch, 1520 cm-1 

G: Aromatic C-N stretch, * * 

1173 cm-1 
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Figure 5.2: FTIR spectra of (a) 4-vinylaniline monomer, (b) 4-vinylaniline pulsed plasma 

polymer. 

Deposition rate of 4-vinylaniline using parameters outlined in 5.3.1 is 10 nm 

per minute, as determined by reflectometry. 
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5.4.2: Attachment of a Palladium Catalyst 

Figure 5.3(b), the XPS scan of pp4VAni films reacted with PdCI2 verifies the 

presence of both chlorine (2p binding energy = 200 eV) and palladium (3d = 
350 eV) additional to carbon and nitrogen. Stoichiometric analysis shows 

chlorine and palladium in a 2:1 ratio as expected. A comparison between the 

relative amounts of palladium to nitrogen shows that approximately 20 % of 

the amine groups within the penetration depth (2 - 5 nm) of the 4-vinylaniline 

films have formed stable Lewis acid-base interactions with the palladium 

chloride catalyst, Table 5.1. Binding energy of N(1 s) is found to have 

increased to from 398 to 403 eV following reaction of pp4VAni with Palladium. 
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Figure 5.3: XPS wide scan of (a) 4-vinylaniline pulsed plasma polymer (b) 4-vinylaniline 

pulsed plasma polymer reacted with Palladium chloride solution after washing, (c) pp4VAni

Pd(II)CI2 films reacted in copper sulphate bath after washing, (d) pp4VAni-Pd(II)CI2 films 

reacted in Shipley EL468 nickel bath after washing. 
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5.4.3: Electrodeless Depositio1111 of Selected Metals 

Atomic copper formation from reacting pp4VAni-Pd(II)CI2 films with a copper 

sulphate bath in the presence of formaldehyde is easily observed with the 

naked eye. The XPS scan of the copper layer, Figure 5.3(c), details the Cu 2p 

1/2 peak at binding energy 930 eV confirming the presence of copper metal. 

Stoichiometric analysis reveals the presence of carbon and nitrogen, which 

are indicative of the pp4VAni film below the copper layer, Table 5.2. An 

appreciable amount of adsorbed oxygen is also present at the surface. 

Regarding deposition of nickel, the formation of atomic metal upon the 

substrate surface is visible. The presence of nickel is authenticated by XPS, 

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.3(d), which details the Ni 2p peak at 870 eV. As in the 

case of copper deposition; carbon and nitrogen and oxygen are detected by 

XPS. 

Control experiments reveal no metallization at the surface, proving the 

presence of the palladium catalyst is vital for electrodeless deposition of 

metals to occur. 

5.4.4: Foll'matiorn of Metal Arrays 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show arrays of electrodelessly deposited copper and 

nickel respectively. Metal deposition occurs only within regions coated with 

pp4VAni. 
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Figure 5.4: Array of electrodelessly-deposited copper onto PTFE. 
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Figure 5.5: Array of electrodelessly-deposited nickel onto PTFE. 
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5.4.5: Formation of Metal-coated Beads 

Figure 5.6 details a scanning electron microscopy cross-section of an 

polystyrene microsphere (80 11m diameter) coated with 1 00 nm pulsed 

plasma polymerized 4-vinylaniline, which was followed by treatment with the 

Pd(ll) catalyst and 30 minutes exposure to the nickel bath. The resulting 

nickel layer surrounding the bead is approximately 6 11m thick. (Note that the 

size of the cross-section is dependent upon the depth at which the polymer 

bed was sliced). 

50 11m 

Figure 5.6: SEM cross section of microscopic bead coated with 6 11m layer of nickel. 

4-vinylaniline has been successfully deposited onto a variety of substrates by 

pulsed plasma polymerization for the first time. Analysis with XPS, FTIR and 

reflectometry has verified excellent structural retention of functional groups 

and a high level of film controllability. 

The electronegative nitrogen in the amine groups can attract Pd(ll) ions 

from an acid solution and can impart its lone pair of electrons to the adsorbed 
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Pd ions33
. This results in Pd atoms being complexed to the nitrogen atoms, 

indicated by an increase in N(1 s) binding energy, as previously observed. 

Metal ions from the bath e.g. Ni(ll) can then complex with palladium on 

the surface34
. This is then followed by reduction of the metal by the reducing 

agent present in the bath e.g. DMAB in nickel baths. Hence the metal is 

reduced at the substrates surface giving rise to electrodeless metal deposition, 

Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7: Mechanism of electrodeless deposition of nickel onto Pd{ll)-treated pp4VAni. 
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Both metals deployed in this work have been successfully deposited onto 

Pd(ll)-treated arrays and microscopic beads. This demonstrates the wide 

scale applicability of this method due to the controllability of metal deposition 

to the 500 11m range and the fact that complex shapes can be coated 

effectively. This methodology has also reduced the number of reaction steps 

existing in current methods as palladium catalyst can be adhered to a surface 

in just two reaction steps as opposed to five 12
-
15

, utilising minimum quantities 

of reagents. 

5.5 Conclusions 

lt has been shown that both nickel and copper can be deposited by an 

electrodeless substrata-independent method via a three-step method using 

pulsed plasma polymers of 4-vinylaniline. This has been a marked 

improvement on existing methods that require additional reaction steps due to 

restrictions arising from substrata specifications. The approach employed 

here is substrate independent and not hindered by substrata geometry. 

The successful deposition of arrays and the coating of complex shapes 

using this technique highlight its important potential for use in the electronic 

circuit industry. 
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Chapter 6: Growth of Block Copolymers onto Solid 

Surfaces Using lniferter Photopolymerization 

6.1 Introduction 

The modification of surfaces by the attachment of polymers is a very versatile 

and efficient method of controlling surface chemistry and properties such as 

biocompatibility, wetting, adhesion and friction. Chemical bonding between 

layers enhances the polymeric layer with greater environmental and chemical 

stability over a range of conditions e.g. pH, temperature and resistance to 

solvents. Polymeric coatings such as these are useful in printing and food 

packaging and in the development of microdevices and microelectronics 

applications 1 
· 

2
· 

3 chemical separations 4
, microelectronics and biomaterials 

where surfaces need to be cell-adhesive or anti-coagulant to prevent 

biocolloidal adsorptions in biomedical applications5
· 

6
· 

7
· 

8
. Surface design in 

biomaterials is vital to whether bio-applications would be accepted by the 

human body's defence mechanisms. 

Several methods exist for the coating of a substrata with a polymeric 

layer. These include: Physisorption (e.g. by spin-coating) where non-covalent 

adsorption of a preformed polymer occurs onto a surface; these systems lack 

robustness due to relatively weak adsorption forces. Grafting to is an 

alternative approach where a preformed polymer is attached to the substrata 

via chemical binding; however grafting density and layer thickness tend to be 

low due to diffusional and steric limitations at the interface. Finally there is 

Grafting From where polymer chains grow off surface-immobilized initiator 

groups; in this case the aforementioned drawbacks can be avoided. 

Methods of attaching monolayers of initiating groups with high grafting 

densities to surfaces include alkoxysilanes on glass9
, silica particles 10

, and 

silicon 11
• 

12
• 

13
. For polymerization to be initiated by the surface, the monolayer 

is treated with an initiating group that can generate radical species such as 

trapped polymers and peroxide groups. Radical formation from these groups 

can be obtained by y-ray radiation7
• 

12
, plasma glow discharge 14 and ozone 

gas treatments 15
. 
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Conventional free radical polymerization from solid surfaces does however 

have a significant drawback, which is related to the propensity of the 

propagating free radical chain end to undergo a variety of different termination 

reactions. This leads to a non-linear increase in macromolecular weight with 

conversion and prohibits the preparation of block copolymers. The 

aforementioned hindrances can be circumvented by use of iniferter 

polymerization 16
. 

The iniferter technique is a quasi-living polymerization method based on 

the formation of a reactive radical (the initiator) and a more stable counter

radical which acts as a transfer agent and a tenninating species, hence the 

term iniferter17
. Normally photochemically driven, iniferter polymerization has 

unique behaviour. The advantages offered by this technique include i) linear 

increase of molecular weight with monomer conversion, resulting in the 

steady growth of a uniform polymeric layer ii) a wide range of monomers can 

be polymerized using this method such as acrylates, methacrylates, 

acrylonitrile, acrylamides and styrenes. iii) block copolymers can be formed by 

reinitiating polymerization in the presence of a different monomer7
. 

Photoiniferter-mediated polymerizations have been used extensively 

since their initial discovery. The ability to produce well-defined block and graft 

polymers combined with the ability to incorporate different chemistries within 

the same macromolecule has led to further utilization of photoiniferters for 

"grafting from" polymeric surfaces. 

Once a photoiniferter group has been generated, it can be used to 

polymerize monomers via a quasi-living radical polymerization method. lt was 

found that the number of iniferter groups per polymer chain remained 

constant 17
. 

6.1.1 Mechanism of lniferter Polymerization 

The most commonly used and versatile photoiniferter is the 

diethyldithiocarbamate molecule, which contains bonds which cleave when 

exposed to UV radiation. When cleaved, two radicals are formed; a relatively 

unreactive diethyldithiocarbamyl radical and a more reactive carbon radical, 

which readily initiates monomer polymerization. For instance benzyl 

diethyldithiocarbamate, once irradiated with UV, forms a reactive benzyl 
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+ 

radical and a diethyldithiocarbamyl radical16
· 

17
. This less reactive 

dithiocarbamyl (DC) moiety under suitable conditions will terminate with 

propagating polymer chains, which had been initiated by the more reactive 

benzyl radical. Hence the DC groups are reformed as terminal groups on the 

polymer chains, where they can redissociate by further adsorption of a photon; 

hence further exposure to UV16
, Scheme 6.1 
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Scheme 6.1: Mechanism of quasi-living iniferter polymerization of styrene (Sty) using 

benzyldiethyldithiocarbamate 17
• 

18
. 

In this bi-radical mechanism, the relatively fast first step is the dissociation of 

benzyi-DC to produce the reactive carbon radical; the initiating group and the 

comparatively stable DC radical; the terminating group. Step 2 is the initiation 

and resulting propagation of the polystyrene chain followed by termination 

with the DC radical. Step 3 is the dissociation of the DC radical allowing the 

polymer chain to propagate further in the presence of ultra violet light and 
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additional monomer, hence permitting a longer polymer chain or the 

production of a block-copolymer if monomers are switched. 

Additional monomer units can be inserted into the chains before 

termination re-occurs, making chain length proportional to irradiation time, 

light intensity and monomer concentration, step 4. Polymerization will only 

occur during irradiation time and in irradiated areas. After photopolymerization 

has completed, photoiniferter groups will remain at the polymer chain ends, 

until removal by the addition of a dialkylamine 19
, step 5. 

Polymerization that is induced by ultraviolet light (UV) is a beneficial 

method for surface modification. Reasons for this include; a high 

concentration of active species is produced between the substrate and the 

monomer, allowing a high degree of polymerization to take place; the process 

is also economical, energy efficient and relatively simple to carry out. 

Furthermore graft polymerization can be initiated without the need for 

modification by other living radical initiators 11 
· 

20
. In the case of iniferter 

polymerization, the preparation and handling of samples is easier than in the 

case of atom transfer radical polymerization where inorganic salts form at the 

surface, requiring extra purification stages if the surface is to be characterized 

between polymerization steps2
. 

The temperature in which the polymerization is carried out affects 

molecular weight and conversion of monomer. The initiation rate is the same 

for all temperatures because it is photochemically controlled, but propagation 

rate increases with temperature. Molecular weight will hence increase, but the 

number of polymer chains will remain the same. Different wavelengths of light 

have also been discovered to affect monomer conversion21
• 

The iniferter method is very versatile and has successfully polymerized 

or block-copolymerized the following monomers: methyl methacrylate 11
· 

19
· 

22
· 

23 methyl acrylate, styrene11
• 

13
• 

24
, poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate and 

dimethacrylate11
• 

24
• 

25
, hydroxyethyl methacrylate24

, dimethylacrylamide11
• 

25
• 

25
, acrylonitrile 16

, methylacrylonitrile 16
• 

17 and n-isopropylacrylamide26
, 

27
, 

28
. 

lt has been found that monomer conversion is proportional to 

concentration of iniferter groups present, which was confirmed by calculating 

the graft efficiency and conversion21
• Additionally the presence of higher 

concentrations of iniferter was found to suppress chain transfer. Chain 
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transfer causes a decrease in graft efficiency because it can lead to branching 

and cross-linking22
. 

Other features of true living systems such as a low polydispersity index 

and a high control over molecular weight cannot be attained by this method 

due to the fact that the counter dithiocarbamyl radical has a tendency to 

initiate polymerization. One primary requirement of a mediating radical in true 

living systems is that it undergoes reversible termination of a polymer chain 

end without acting as an initiating species29
. 

6. ~ .2 ~niferter Po~ymerization ~rom Suoiaces 

Photoinitiated polymerization has been previously carried out on a variety of 

surfaces which include glass6
· 

9
, silicon3 and cellulose 30 where 

chloromethylphenyl groups have been attached to the surface via a siloxane 

linkage and subjected to a further reaction with sodium diethyldithiocarbamate 

(NaDC). Polymer chains have also been grafted from Merrifield resin where 

DC has been tailored to the surface by reaction with the chlorine end groups31
. 

Other methods include segmented polyurethane films which have been pre

treated with carbon tetrachloride and chloromethyl ether 32 
· 

33 and DC

derivatized polystyrene films that comprise chloromethylstyrene groups 

copolymerized with styrene and reacted with NaDC8
• 

11
• 

25
. 

This photo-initiated method has proved to be problematic for monolayers 

of initiator deposited onto gold by thiol terminated groups due to the fact that 

the thiol-gold bond has proved to be unstable to UV radiation 34 
• 

35
. The 

methods outlined above require substrata-specific chemistries and multiple 

reaction steps to attain adequate surface retention of iniferter groups. 
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6.2 Aims 

Diethyldithiocarbamate groups can be grafted to a surface by reacting sodium 

diethylthiocarbamate with a surface-bound halogenoalkane group such as 

benzyl chloride. 

Plasma polymers can be deposited onto a surface in one simple step 

without the necessity of solvents or surface pre-treatment. Hence a surface 

coated with a layer of pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride can 

act as a suitable anchor for iniferter groups, Scheme 6.2. 

Cl 

Plasma 

JL 

Cl 

RT -

Scheme 6.2: Formation of surface-bound iniferter groups from plasma polymers. 

The objectives behind this work are the surface retention of halogen

containing moieties via pulsed plasma polymerization followed by 

functionalization with dithiocarbamate initiating groups. These surfaces can 

then be employed to generate grafted polymeric films and subsequent block 

copolymers. 
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6.3 Experimental 

6.3.1 Preparation of lniferter Surfaces 

4-vinylbenzyl chloride (97% purity, Aldrich) or 2-bromoethylacrylate (+98% 

purity, ABCR) was pulsed plasma polymerized onto silicon wafers at room 

temperature (20 °C) employing the same apparatus and protocol outlined in 

Chapter 4. Pulse duty cycles were set to 100 11s on, 4000 11s off and 20 11s on, 

1 0,000 11s off for 4-vinylbenzyl chloride and 2-bromoethylacrylate respectively. 

Peak power was set to 20 W for both precursors. 

Initiator functionalized surfaces were prepared by placing the plasma 

polymer coated silicon substrates into a glass tube containing a 22 mM 

solution of sodium diethyldithiocarbamate (99%, Aldrich) in ethanol at room 

temperature for a period of 24 hours. The wafers were subsequently removed 

and rinsed in ethanol. 

6.3.2 lniferter Polymerization 

lniferter-functionalised wafers were placed in a glass tube containing 0.5 M 

methyl methacrylate or styrene (99%, Aldrich) mixed with 3 cm3 of methanol 

and outgassed with several freeze thaw cycles to remove absorbed oxygen. 

The system was subsequently positioned 1 0 cm away from a HgXe lamp 

(Oriel Instruments) to be irradiated with UV light, intensity set to 50 mW/cm2 

for predetermined time intervals. The grafted polymer brush films were then 

removed from solution and rinsed in methanol. 

In order to differentiate between the molecular structure of the respective 

layers by infrared spectroscopy, 4-vinylbenzyl chloride-dithiocarbamate 

initiator films were used in the case of methylmethacrylate monomer whilst 2-

bromoethylacrylate-dithiocarbamate films initiated the polymerization of 

styrene. 

Chemical characterization of all films was achieved by X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Fourier Transform Infrared 

Spectroscopy (FTIR) procedures as outlined in Chapter 3. 

Silicon wafers functionalised with dithiocarbamato wore irradiated in both 

methylmethacrylate and styrene solutions for varying time intervals to observe 
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how polymer layer thickness varied with UV irradiation time. A control 

experiment was carried out where 2-bromoethylacrylate-coated wafers minus 

dithiocarbamate functionalization were placed in a styrene solution, irradiated 

at varying time intervals and analysed as before to verify that the presence of 

the dithiocarbamate groups was responsible for the bulk growth of the 

polymer layer. Film thicknesses were obtained by taking cross sections of the 

silicon wafers, followed by a 1 0 nm coating of gold and analysis with scanning 

electron microscopy (Cambridge Instruments, 8240). 

6.3.3 Quasi-living Polymerization 

To verify quasi-living polymerization, block copolymer brushes of iniferter 

photo-polymerized polymethylmethacrylate-polystyrene were produced by 

photo-polymerizing an initial layer of PMMA onto functionalized wafers of 

dithiocarbamate; 15 minutes irradiation time, followed by washing in methanol 

and further photo-polymerization of styrene at varying time intervals (15 to 90 

minutes). Monomer concentration in both instances was 0.2 M to permit the 

production of thinner films that could be analysed effectively with reflectometry. 
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6.4 Results and discussion 

6.4.1 4-vinylbenzyl chloride Pulsed Plasma Polymer- Dithiocarbamate 

XPS characterization of the deposited pulsed plasma polymerized 4-

vinylbenzyl chloride layer indicates that the film stoichiometry is in close 

agreement with the predicted theoretical values, Table 6.1. The corresponding 

high resolution C(1 s) XPS spectrum is consistent with indicated the presence 

of three types of carbon environmene6
: aromatic carbon bonded to hydrogen 

(binding energy = 284.75 eV), carbon bonded to carbon or hydrogen (285.0 

eV), and carbon bonded to a chlorine atom (287.05 eV), Figure 6.1 (a). A TT- TT 

* shake-up satellite representative of the surface retention of aromatic groups 

can be observed at 291.5 eV. Absence of any Si(2p) signal from the silicon 

substrata confirms complete coverage by the plasma polymer layer, Table 6.1. 

Elemental analysis following reaction of sodium diethyldithiocarbamate 

with the 4-vinylbenzyl chloride pulsed plasma polymer layer shows that a 

small amount of chlorine remains following the reaction. Approximately 50% 

of the pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride groups present within 

a -2 nm penetration depth of the surface have reacted to yield pulsed plasma 

4-vinylbenzyl chloride - diethyldithiocarbamate iniferter groups. The C(1 s) 

spectrum of polymethylmethacrylate photochemically grown from this surface 

can be fitted to four different carbon environments: carbon singly bonded to 

hydrogen (285.0 eV), carbon adjacent to the ester carbon, (285.7 eV), carbon 

singly bonded to oxygen (286.45 eV) and the ester carbon (289.1 eV); Figure 

6.1 (b). Stoichiometric analysis indicates good agreement between the 

predicted and measured elemental percentages, Table 6.1. In fact only trace 

amounts of sulphur and nitrogen (from iniferter groups located at the 

polymethylmethacrylate chain ends) are present. 
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Table 6.1: XPS stoichiometries of pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride (ppVBC), 

2-bromoethylacrylate (ppBEA), iniferter films (DC) and photo-polymerized 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and polystyrene (PS). 

Wafer Coating %C %0 %S %N %Cl 

pp VBC Theoretical 90 0 - - 10 

Experimental 89 ± 1 <0.1 - - 11 ± 1 

ppBEA Theoretical 63 25 - - -

Experimental 65 24 - - -

pp V BC-DC Theoretical 82 0 12 6 0 

Experimental 87 <0.1 7 3 3 

ppBEA-DC Theoretical 67 13 13 7 -

Experimental 65 ±3 15 ± 1.5 12 ± 1.5 5 -

Photopolymerized Theoretical 72 28 Trace Trace 0 
PMMA 

Experimental 74 26 <0.1 <0.1 0 

Photopolymerized Theoretical 100 0 Trace Trace -
PS 

Experimental 100 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 -
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Figure 6.1: XPS C(1 s) Envelopes of (a) pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride, (b) 

photopolymerized polymethylmethacrylate. 
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The Fourier transform infrared spectra of the pulsed plasma polymerized 4-

vinylbenzyl chloride layer displays a loss of the vinyl carbon-carbon double 

bond stretch at 1630 cm-1 (B), Figure 6.2(b) and Table 6.2. Whilst the para

substituted benzene ring stretches at 1603 cm- 1 (C) and 1495 cm-1 (D) remain 

intact. These observations are indicative of conventional polymerization 

occurring during the pulsed plasma duty cycle off-period. 

Reaction of sodium diethyl dithiocarbamate with the 4-vinylbenzyl 

chloride pulsed plasma polymer film indicates the presence of two new peaks 

at 1270 cm-1 (F) and 1205 cm-1 (G), which correspond to the C=S and C-N 

stretches in S=C-N of dithiocarbamate respectively, Figure 6.2(c). lniferter 

photopolymerization of methylmethacrylate gives rise to the C=O ester stretch 

at 1730 cm-1 (A) thereby confirming the formation of polymethylmethacrylate 

on the plasma polymer surface when compared with sourced PMMA (1 x 106 

MW), Figures 6.2(d) and (e). 
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Table 6.2: FTIR --- - --- - ----
. "f fil d ---· --- . ·-··-··. -· ·- . 

Designation VBC pp VBC V BC-DC V BC-DC- Sou reed BEA ppBEA BEA-DC BEA-DC-STY Sou reed 
monomer PMMA PMMA monomer PS 

A: C=O ester * * * * * * 
stretch, 1730cm -1 

8: C=C stretch, * * 
1630cm·1 

C: Para- * * * * * * 

substituted 
aromatic ring 
stretch, 1603cm·1 

D: Para- * * * * * * 

substituted 
aromatic ring 
stretch, 1495cm·1 

E: CH2 symmetric * * * * * * * * * * 

stretch, 1452cm·1 

F: C-N stretch (in * * 

S=C-N), 1270cm·1 

G: C=S stretch, * * 
1205cm·1 
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Figure 6.2: FTIR spectra of: (a) 4-vinylbenzyl chloride monomer; (b) pulsed plasma 

polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride, (c) pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride 

functionalized with dithiocarbamate, and (d) photopolymerized polymethylmethacrylate, (e) 

sourced polymethylmethacrylate. 
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6.4.2 2-bromoethylacrylate Pulsed Plasma Polymer - Dithiocarbamate 

The high resolution C(1 s) XPS spectrum of the 2-bromoethylacrylate pulsed 

plasma polymer layer can be fitted to five carbon environments30
: carbon 

singly bonded to hydrogen (binding energy = 285.0 eV), carbon adjoining an 

ester carbon (285.7 eV), carbon bonded to a bromine atom (285.75 eV), 

carbon singly bonded to oxygen (286.45 eV) and the ester carbon (289.1 eV), 

Figure 6.3(a). The film stoichiometry is in good agreement with the theoretical 

values, Table 6.1. Absence of Si(2p) signals corroborates complete coverage 

of the silicon wafer by the plasma polymer. 

Stoichiometric analysis following reaction with sodium 

diethyldithiocarbamate shows that approximately 60% of the bromine atoms 

had reacted within the -2 nm sampling depth to produce 2-bromoethylacrylate 

pulsed plasma polymer - diethyldithiocarbamate iniferter groups. The C(1 s) 

spectrum following iniferter polymerization of styrene displays prominent 

hydrocarbon environments (284.75 and 285.0 eV) and its associated TT- TT * 

shake-up satellite, Figure 6.3(b). Stoichiometric analysis shows only trace 

amounts of sulphur and nitrogen (from dithiocarbamate groups present at the 

polystyrene chain ends). 
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Figure 6.3: XPS C(1 s) envelopes of: (a) pulsed plasma polymerized 2-bromoethylacrylate, 

and (b) photopolymerized polystyrene. 
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The infrared spectrum of 2-bromoethylacrylate monomer, Figure 6.4(a) 

contains a characteristic carbonyl stretch at 1730 cm·1 (A) and a C=C double 

bond stretch at 1630 cm·1 (B), Table 6.2. The carbonyl stretch is still evident 

following pulsed plasma polymerization of 2-bromoethylacrylate onto a silicon 

substrate, whilst the alkene stretch (B) has disappeared, thereby 

authenticating structural retention and polymerization, Figure 6.4(b). 

Reaction with sodium diethyldithiocarbamate yields two signature peaks 

at 1270 cm·1 (F) and 1205 cm·1 (G), corresponding to the dithiocarbamate 

C=S and C-N (in S=C-N) stretches respectively, Figure 6.4(c). lniferter 

photopolymerization of styrene gives rise to the emergence of aromatic ring 

stretches at 1603 (C) and 1495 cm·1 (D) attributable to polystyrene chain 

growth at the surface, Figures 6.4(d) and (e). 
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Figure 6.4: FTIR spectra of (a) 2-bromoethylacrylate monomer, (b) pulsed plasma 

polymerized 2-bromoethylacrylate, (c) pulsed plasma polymerized 2-bromoethylacrylate 

functionalized with dithiocarbamate, (d) photopolymerized polystyrene, (e) sourced 

polystyrene. 
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A high suriace retention of iniferter groups has been achieved with greater 

simplicity and in a reduced number of reaction steps in comparison to existing 

methodologies3
• 

6
· 

8
• 

9
· 

11
' 

25
· 
30

-
32

. These treated suriaces have been effectively 

deployed for photo-polymerization of acrylates and styrenes. 

6.4.3 Quasibliving Polymerization 

Scanning electron microscopy of a cross-section of 2-bromoethylacrylate 

pulsed plasma polymer layer indicates a swelling from 650 nm to ~800 nm 

following 24-hours of reaction with sodium diethyldithiocarbamate solution. 

Subsequent iniferter photo-polymerization gives rise to polystyrene film 

thickness of ~ 3 1-Jm after 3 hours UV irradiation, Figure 6.5. The respective 

dithiocarbamate functionalised silicon wafers were irradiated in 

methylmethacrylate/styrene solutions for varying time intervals in order to 

follow how polymer layer thickness varied with UV irradiation time, Figures 

6.6(a) and (b) and a linear correlation was measured by SEM. Differences in 

the increase of layer thickness versus UV irradiation time for 

photopolymerized methylmethacrylate and styrene can be ascribed to 

differing propagation rates. 

Pseudo-living polymerization of this nature does not yield the same low 

polydispersity indices associated with conventional living polymerization, but 

the thickness of the bulk polymer layer is found to increase linearly with 

irradiation time. 

Control experiments entailed repeating the solution phase UV 

polymerization using plasma polymer coated silicon wafers minus 

dithiocarbamate functionalization, Figure 6.6(c). These confirm the absence 

of polymer film growth. 

To confirm pseudo-living polymerization, a block copolymer of 

polymethylmethacrylate-polystyrene was grown from dithiocarbamate

functionalised wafers, Figure 6.7. Bulk layer thickness of the second polymer 

layer (polystyrene) is found to increase linearly with respect to irradiation time, 

confirming the first polymer layer (polymethylmethacrylate) remains 

photochemically active following its removal from the initial polymerization 

mixture. 
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Figure 6.5: SEM micrograph of cross-section showing underlying silicon wafer coated with (a) 

-800 nm layer dithiocarbamate-functionalised pulsed plasma 2-bromoethylacrylate; and (b) 

-3 IJm thick layer containing BOO nm dithiocarbamate-functionalised pulsed plasma 2-

bromoethylacrylate and photopolymerized polystyrene after 3 hours UV irradiation. 
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Figure 6.6: Time variation of: (a) iniferter photopolymerized polymethylmethacrylate layer 

thickness (± 1 0%} grown from dithiocarbamate-functionalized pulsed plasma 4-

vinylbenzyl chloride (b) iniferter photopolymerized polystyrene layer thickness (± 1 0%) 

grown from dithiocarbamate-functionalized pulsed plasma 2-bromoethylacrylate; and (c) 

repeat of (b) in the absence of dithiocarbamate derivatization of the 2-bromoethylacrylate 

pulsed polymer layer. 
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Figure 6.7: Layer thickness (± 10%) of polymethylmethacrylate-polystyrene block 

copolymer grown from iniferter films with respect to UV irradiation time. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

A general method has been devised for the growth of block copolymer 

brushes onto solid surfaces at room temperature using iniferter 

photopolymerization. This entails pulsed plasma deposition of halogen

containing thin films which are then derivatized to form dithiocarbamate 

initiator sites. Quasi-living polymer brushes of polymethylmethacrylate and 

polystyrene have been successfully grown off these surfaces by iniferter 

photopolymerization, leading to subsequent block copolymerization. This 

technique has improved on previous methods because the number of reaction 

stages has been minimized and there are no restrictions imposed by the 

substrate. 
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Surfaces that are resistant to protein adsorption find an important role in 

preventing an extensive variety of problems such as (a) irritation arising from 

the adhesion of bacteria to contact lenses, (b) thrombosis resulting from 

adsorption of proteins onto intravenous medical devices such as catheters 1· 
2

, 

and (c) contamination of packaged food by micro-organisms which can lead to 

the production of a biofilm3
. These surface coatings are biocompatible in the 

sense that they do not degrade after long term exposure to proteins and cells4
• 

5 
· 

6
. Existing applications for these protein-inert surfaces include sensors, 

implanted devices e.g. heart pacemakers 7 , contact lenses 8 
· 

9 and drug

delivery systems 10
. 

When a protein approaches a surface, it can interact by electrostatic 

forces, Van der Waals forces11 and hydrogen bonds. Extensive studies12
• 

13
• 

14 

have demonstrated that in order for a molecule to be resistant to proteins, it 

must exhibit the following properties: 

( 1) The molecule must be hydrophilic 

(2) The molecule must contain a group that is a hydrogen bond acceptor 

(reduce H-Bond interactions) 

( 3) The molecule must not be a hydrogen bond donor 

(4) The molecule must be of neutral electronic charge (to reduce 

electrostatic interactions) 

Systems previously employed to resist protein adsorption include 

polyvinylalcohol; adsorbed from an aqueous solution onto a polystyrene 

matrix, which has shown strong resistance to albumin 15
. Polysaccharides 

physisorbed onto polyethylene 16 or pyrolytic carbon-coated graphite 17 also 

exhibit a strong resistance to human plasma. Polyurethanes have been widely 

used as coatings for biomedical devices particularly in catheters 18
. 
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One of the most widely researched molecules for protein resistance is 

poly( ethylene glycol) (PEG) 19· 20· 21 . lt has been suggested that the hydrated 

PEG chains compress out of the PEG layer as protein molecules approach 11 . 

Dehydration of the PEG chains is a thermodynamically unfavourable process, 

resulting in steric repulsion, and hence repulsion of the protein. lt is this factor 

which makes PEG so inert to the adsorption of proteins. 

PEG is used in many existing bioapplications as a coating with non

fouling properties towards proteins and cells22· 23. PEG, being a polyether, is 

very hydrophilic, neutrally charged and a hydrogen bond acceptor. Its main 

disadvantage is that it oxidises in air quite readily or when in contact with 

transition metals24· 25· 26. 

PEG coatings have been formed by various physical and chemical 

methods. For example it can form copolymeric micelles with lactic acid27 and 

lysine28· 29 and can be attached to negatively-charged transition metal oxides 

e.g. Ti02, Nb20s and Ta20s via positively charged amino groups. PEG has 

also been attached to chlorine-functionalised silicon by hydroxyl linkages30. 

Tri-block copolymers of poly(ethylene glycol) and poly(propylene glycol) 

immobilized on polymer interfaces such as polystyrene 31 have exhibited a 

high resistance to human serum albumin. 

The most influential studies 12 have been carried out on different self

assembled monolayers grafted to a gold surface via thiol linkages. Inertness 

to fibrinogen and lysozyme adsorption using surface plasmon resonance 

(SPR) is well documented. The aforementioned examples are suitable 

plasma-proteins that adsorb to the surface in entirely opposing chemical 

interactions. Fibrinogen is a large protein that adsorbs readily onto 

hydrophobic and positively charged surfaces and has a particular affinity for 

adhesion to mammalian cells32. Lysozyme is an antibacterial defence found in 

tears and saliva. Compared to fibrinogen, it adsorbs to negatively-charged 

surfaces and is a relatively small protein. 

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMS) that contain derivatives of PEG and 

other polyethers have, as expected a high resistance to protein adsorption 

due to their highly hydrophilic nature33· 34
. Polymeric chains of glycine are also 

found to be reasonably resistant. However when the NQH bonds of glycine are 

converted to N-CH3 (glysine ---+ sarcosine groups) 14, protein resistance is 
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found to increase due to the significant reduction in hydrogen bond donor 

groups. Sarcosine polymers are hydrophilic and proficient hydrogen bond 

acceptors, giving rise to high degree of inertness to protein adsorption. 

Self-assembled monolayers that contain large quantities of hydrocarbons 

or fluorinated hydrocarbons such as -HN(CH2)nCH3 and -HNCH2(CF2)nCF3 

show little resistance to the adsorption of both proteins, which coincides with 

the theory that proteins readily adsorb onto hydrophobic species35. 

Polyethylenimine (linear and branched) can be attached to an anhydride 

SAM12. Many secondary amine groups remain, but they can be acylated by 

reacting with acetyl chloride or anhydride-terminated PEG chains, converting 

the hydrogen bond donor amine to hydrogen bond-accepting amide groups. 

Tests with SPR found that the mixed SAM of amines acylated by acetyl 

chloride exhibit the same degree of resistance to protein adsorption as amine 

SAMS capped with anhydride-terminated poly(ethylene glycol). 

Further research 13 has demonstrated the self-assembled monolayers 

formed from a 1:1 mixture of positively and negatively charged thiols, 

terminated in oligomers of tripolypropylene sulfoxide and quarternary 

ammonium groups are comparable with PEG in their ability to block protein 

adsorption with the added advantage that that they do not oxidise as readily in 

air. Singularly charged (either positive or negative) SAMS adsorbed nearly a 

full monolayer of fibrinogen and lysozyme. This evidence supports the theory 

that electrically neutral species are more resistant to the adsorption of 

proteins and cells. 
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'7.2 Aoms 

To manufacture protein resistant surfaces from plasma polymers, maleic 

anhydride (MA) can be deposited by pulsed-plasma discharge onto substrates 

such as silicon wafers36
, polystyrene, polytetrafluoroethylene and gold and 

functionalized with protein-resistant moieties via amination of the anhydride 

groups, forming an amic acid. In the case of primary amines, if heat ( -120 °C) 

is then applied, a water molecule is lost and the anhydride ring closes, 

forming a cyclic imide37
. 

For example, an amine-terminated PEG chain can be grafted to a pulsed 

plasma polymer layer of MA and subsequently imidized. Linear 

polyethylenimine (LPEI) can also be tailored to the surface, but as it 

comprises secondary amine groups, imidization cannot occur. All excess 

amine groups can be subsequently acylated by reaction with acetyl chloride. 

The aim of this research is to prepare protein-resistant surfaces from 

plasma polymers of maleic anhydride onto substrates including silicon and 

gold for characterization by XPS, FTIR, water contact angle and film thickness 

measurements and to assess the protein resistance of such surfaces to 

fibrinogen and lysozyme by surface plasmon resonance studies. 

7.3 Experimental 

7.3.1 Pulsed Plasma Polymerization of Maleic Anhydride 

Maleic anhydride (99% purity, Aldrich) was plasma deposited according to the 

protocol described in Chapter 4. Plasmachemical conditions corresponded to 

a 10 W continuous wave burst lasting 20 f..lS (ton), followed by an off-period Uott) 

set at 1200 f..lS and a deposition duration of 5 minutes. The peak power of the 

plasma here is very low (0.16 W) in order to minimise fragmentation of the 

monomer. The films were deposited onto silicon wafers and gold SPR chips 

(Biacore) (- 1.0 x 1.0 cm), Scheme 7.1. 
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Scheme 7.1: Pulsed plasma polymerization of maleic anhydride onto substrata surface. 

7.3.2 Grafting of Poly(ethylene glycol) to Maleic Anhydride Pulsed 

Plasma Polymer 

Pulsed plasma deposited maleic anhydride coated wafers were immersed in 

0.2% solution of amine-terminated poly(ethylene glycol) (CH2CH20)n (Mn -

5400, Shearwater Polymers) in 5 ml toluene (Aidrich), (purified by several 

freeze thaw cycles to remove adsorbed gases) and heated at 40 oc for 24 

hours, under vacuum. The wafers were removed from the reaction mixture, 

washed in toluene before being heated at 120 oc in an oven for 1 hour to 

allow imidization to occur, Scheme 7 .2. 
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lmidization 
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Scheme 7.2: Attachment of nPEG to ppMA layer followed by imidization. 
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7.3.3 Gll'aiito&'11g of IPo~ye~lhylenomine ~o Ma~eic A&'111hydride PUJised !Plasma 

Polymell' 

Linear polyethylenimine (LPEI), (Mn - 600, Aldrich) was dissolved in n

methylpyrrolidinone (NMP) (99%, Aldrich) (1 :10 w/w). Plasma deposited MA 

coated silicon wafers were then immersed in the LPEI/NMP mixture for 24 

hours and subsequently rinsed in NMP. Acylation of the remaining amine 

groups in the polymer was achieved by submersing the wafer for 2 hours in a 

solution of 0.3 mM acetyl chloride (99%, Aldrich), 0.3 mM triethylamine (99%, 

Aldrich) and dichloromethane (99%, Fluka) at 35 °C, Scheme 7.3. 

Amination ~ [Ch12CIH2NIH]n 

~~,t~~ 
OH N 

W&ff$:~/#ff&A 

Figure 7.3: Attachment of LPEI to ppMA followed by acylation with acetyl chloride. 
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7.3.4 Preparation of a Control Surface 

The standard control surface used in this experiment with which to compare 

values of protein adsorption is low molecular weight polyisobutylene [CH2-

C(CH3)2]n (Aidrich) (concentration, 0.2% by mass in toluene) which was spin

coated (30 sec, 2000 rpm) onto a gold SPA chip, (20 nm thickness). 

7 .3.5 Methods of Analysis 

Plasma polymer film thicknesses were measured using reflectometry. 

Chemical characterization of the deposited films was performed using the 

same XPS and FTIA procedures outlined in Chapter 3. 

Contact angle analysis on all pulsed plasma polymer-derivatized 

substrates was carried out using a VCA2500XE (ASE Products), where 2.0 111 

drops of deionized water were placed onto the surface and the contact angles 

measured with the video contact angle system. 

For surface plasmon resonance (SPA) studies, the tailored films were 

deposited onto Biacore Sensor Chip Au (Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden). The 

coated substrates were mounted in an SPA cartridge and placed inside a 

Biacore 1 000 instrument for analysis. Adsorption of protein to the films was 

determined at a temperature of 25 °C. 

The SPA protocol used for measuring the adsorption of proteins is as 

follows: i) flowing a solution of sodium dodecyl sulphate (+99%, Sigma) (40 

mM in buffer solution) over the surface for 3 mins and then rinsing with buffer 

solution for 10 m in; ii) flowing buffer solution for 2 m in, subsequently 

substituting the flow with protein solution (1 mg/ml in buffer) for 30 min; iii) 

allowing buffer solution to flow over the surface for an additional 1 0 min. 

The flow rate used for all experiments was 10 IJI/min. The buffer solution 

used was HBS-EP (Biacore) consisting of 0.01 M HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-

1-piperazinethanesulfonic acid), pH 7.4, 0.15 sodium chloride, 3 mM 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid and 0.005% polyoxyethylenesorbitan 

surfactant. Two proteins were used, fibrinogen (from bovine plasma) (Sigma) 

and lysozyme (from egg white), (Sigma). 
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7.4 Resuits and Discussion 

7.4.1 Analysis with X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

XPS shows that the stoichiometry of the pulsed plasma maleic anhydride 

(ppMA) layer is in close agreement with the theoretical values, Table 7.1. 

Peak fitting of the high resolution C(1 s) envelope reveals that there are five 

carbon environments present36
, Figure 7.1 (a): hydrocarbon (CxHy = 285.0 eV), 

carboxyl (0-C=O -289.2 eV), carbon adjacent to anhydride group (O=C-C-C 

= 285.7 eV), carbon singularly bonded to oxygen (C-0 = 286.45 eV) and 

carbon doubly bonded to oxygen (C=O = 288.2 eV). The absence of any 

substrate Si(2p) signals verifies homogeneous films of thickness greater than 

2-5 nm. 

The stoichiometry of the ppMA-nPEG coating is found by XPS to be in 

agreement with predicted values, Table 7.1. The XPS C(1 s) envelope 

identifies only one C(1 s) peak at 286.45 eV38
, which is indicative of carbon 

singly bonded to oxygen, Figure 7.1 (b). lt is difficult to observe any 

discernable differences in the FTI R and XPS spectra once the sample has 

been heated to convert amic acid groups to imides due to the 2 - 5 nm 

analysis depth of XPS and the relative length of the nPEG chains (- 11 0 

repeat units). 

Elemental concentrations of the ppMA-LPEI layer before acylation are 

consistent with predicted values, Table 7.1. The XPS C(1 s) envelope, Figure 

7.2(b), shows one carbon peak at 285.95 eV which corresponds to carbon 

adjoining an amine group. 

Stoichiometry of the MA-LPEI (acylated) layer measured by XPS was in 

good agreement with theoretical values, Table 7.1, suggesting a high 

proportion of secondary amine groups within 2 - 5 nm of the surface depth 

have been successfully acylated. Analysis of the C(1 s) envelope, figure 7.2(c), 

shows that there are three different carbon environments present in the MA

LPEI (acylated) layer as opposed to just one before the acylation reaction: 

carbon adjacent to a carbonyl group (C-C=O = 285.7 eV), carbon bonded to 

nitrogen (binding energy = 285.95 eV) and carbon in an amide group (N-C=O 

= 288.2 eV). 
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Table 7.1: Stoichiometric analysis of MA, MA-nPEG (imide), MA-LPEI and MA-LPEI (acylat ed) 
Wafer coating %C %0 %N 

MA Theoretical 58 42 0 

Experimental 62 38 0 
MA-n PEG Theoretical 67 33 0 

(imide) 
Experimental 70 30 <0.1 

MA-LPEI Theoretical 67 0 33 

Experimental 68 <0.1 32 
MA-LPEI Theoretical 66 17 17 
(acylated) 

Experimental 66 ± 1 16 ± 1 18 ± 1 
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Figure 7.1: XPS C(1 s) envelope of (a) pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride, (b) amine

terminated poly( ethylene glycol) grafted to pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride. 
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Figure 7.2: XPS C(1 s) envelope of (a) pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride, {b) linear 

polyethylenimine grafted to pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride, (c) linear 

polyethylenimine grafted to pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride following acylation. 
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7.4.2 Ana~ysis with IFourier 1"1l'aJD11S~er ~n1nued Spectroscopy. 

The detection of characteristic infrared absorptions such as the asymmetric 

C=O stretch (C) at 1868 cm·1 and the symmetric C=O (D) anhydride stretch at 

1800 cm·1 confirms structural retention of maleic anhydride functionalities 

within the pulsed plasma polymer layer, Figure 7.3(a), Table 7.2. 

Analysis with FTIR-RAIRS verifies that the amine-terminated 

poly(ethylene glycol) (nPEG) polymer has been successfully grafted to the 

plasma polymerized maleic anhydride layer, Table 7.2, Figure 7.3. Signature 

vibrations of poly(ethylene glycol) such as the CH2 antisymmetric stretch at 

2926 cm·1 (B) and the C-0-C symmetric stretch at 855 cm·1 (I) can be 

observed in both the nPEG spectra and ppMA-nPEG spectra Figure 7.3(b) 

and (c). A carboxylic acid peak at 1740 cm·1 (E) can be observed after 

imidization. This can be attributed to hydrolysis of a proportion of the maleic 

anhydride groups 

The FTIR peak at 1660 cm·1 (F), representative of an amide carbonyl 

stretch, corroborates the formation of an amide bond, Figure 7.4(b). This 

suggests linear polyethylenimine (LPEI) has been successfully grafted to the 

pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride film (ppMA). This is further 

confirmed by an abundance of peaks in the 3280-3350 cm·1 (A) region, which 

corresponds to N-H stretching within secondary amine groups. A carbonyl 

stretch at 1740 cm·1 (E) can be detected, confirming the presence of amic 

acid groups. 

Once the ppMA-LPEI has been reacted with acetyl chloride (MA-LPEI 

(acylated)), the amine peak present at 3280 cm·1 in figure 7.4 (a) and (b) is 

not evident in 7.4 (c), indicating that a high percentage of amine groups have 

reacted with acetyl chloride to form amide groups. The intensity of the amide 

C=O peak (F) relative to anhydride peak (D) has also increased, corroborating 

the acylation reaction. 

Due to the fact that FTIR-RAIRS detects infrared vibrations within the 

layer as a whole, peaks (C) and (D) are present in Figures 7.3(b), 7.4(b) and 

7.4(c), indicating unreacted maleic anhydride functionalities situated beneath 

the nPEG, LPEI and LPEI (acylated) layers respectively. 
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T able 7.2: FTIR peak assiQnments. 

Designation MA nPEG MA-n PEG LPEI MA-LP El MA-LP El 
(imide) (acylatedl 

A: Amine N-H stretch, * * 
3350 - 3250 cm -1 

B: CH2 antisymmetric * * * * * 
stretch, 2987-
2833 cm-1 

C: Antisymmetric * * * * 
anhydride C=O stretch, 
1860 cm-1 

D: Symmetric * * * * 
anhydride C=O stretch, 
1800 cm-1 

E: Carboxylic acid 
C=O stretch, 1740 cm-1 

* * * 

F: Amide C=O stretch, * * 
1668-1641 cm-1 

G: CH2 scissor * * * * * 
deformation, 1452 cm-1 

H: C-0-C * * 
antisymmetric stretch, 
1140 cm-1 

1: C-0-C symmetric * * 
stretch, 855 cm- 1 
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Figure 7.3: FTIR spectrum of (a) pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride, (b) amine

terminated poly(ethylene glycol) grafted to plasma polymerized maleic anhydride, (c) amine

terminated poly(ethylene glycol). 
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Figure 7.4: FTIR spectra of (a) linear polyethylenimine, (b) linear polyethylenimine grafted to 

pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride, (c) linear polyethylenimine grafted to pulsed 

plasma polymerized maleic anhydride (following reaction between amine groups and acetyl 

chloride), (d) pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride. 
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Table 7.3: Water contact angles of tailored surfaces. 

Surface Coating Water Contact Angle 

ppMA-nPEG 34 ° (± 1) 
(imide) 

ppMA-LPEI 29 ° (± 0.5) 
(acylated) 

Poly(isobutylene) 96 ° (± 1) 

pp MA Totally wettable -hydrolysis 

7.4.3 Analysis by Surface Plasmon Resonance. 

Figure 7.5 details adsorption measurements obtained for each surface 

analysed. Adsorption measurements are in arbitrary units. In order to gain an 

insight into the degree of protein resistance of a surface, adsorption values 

obtained are compared with that of a hydrocarbon standard surface; in this 

case polyisobutylene, which has adsorption levels of 3092 and 1426 arbitrary 

units for fibrinogen and lysozyme respectively. In general, the resistance to 

fibrinogen is higher than that of lysozyme for all analysed films. 

The pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride films exhibit least 

resistance to both proteins due to the hydrolysis (ascribed to water present in 

the buffer solution) of maleic anhydride to carboxylic acid groups. The film has 

become a source of hydrogen bond donors and hence is susceptible to 

protein adhesion 14
. Hydrolysed maleic anhydride surfaces are negatively 

charged and hence have a particularly high affinity for lysozyme. 

All derivatized pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride films show a 

higher resistance to both proteins than the standard. The order of increasing 

protein resistance is: ppMA < Standard < ppMA-nPEG < ppMA-nPEG (imide) 

< ppMA-LPEI (acylated) for fibrinogen and ppMA < ppMA-nPEG < Standard< 

ppMA-nPEG (imide)< ppMA-LPEI (acylated) in the case of lysozyme. 

Surface plasmon resonance measurements show that pulsed plasma 

polymerized maleic anhydride - imidized poly(ethylene glycol) films are 

resistant to the adsorption of fibrinogen but have only a sparing resistance to 

lysozyme. This marked difference is attributable to a significant proportion of 
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the maleic anhydride remaining unreacted due to steric hindrance cause by 

the comparatively large polyether chains (11 0 repeat units). This was 

previously indicated by FTIR analysis. Lysozyme, the smaller of the two 

proteins (20% the size of fibrinogen), is able to permeate into any gaps 

between the nPEG chains and be adsorbed by underlying areas of hydrolysed 

ppMA, giving rise to a higher degree of adsorption. 

Fibrinogen is not adsorbed to the same extent as lysozyme and its 

increased size results in it not being able to penetrate the nPEG layer to the 

same extent as lysozyme, giving rise to a moderate value of resistance. Due 

to the relative length of the polyether chains, imidization of the ppMA-nPEG 

layer has no discernable affect on the protein resistance of the surface. 

For both proteins employed, the pulsed plasma polymerized maleic 

anhydride - acylated linear polyethylenimine coating exhibits at least double 

the protein resistance to its nearest comparison. This is further verified by the 

fact that the ppMA-LPEI (acylated) coating was found to have the greatest 

hydrophilicity without the film washing off, Table 7.3. 

The FTIR spectra displays anhydride absorptions suggesting that some 

maleic anhydride has not reacted, but due to the relatively low molecular 

weight of the polymer chains ( -600) compared to that of nPEG ( -5,400) there 

will be less steric hindrance and hence a large proportion of the anhydride 

groups at the interface reacting with secondary amine groups situated on the 

polymer chain. Shorter chains also result in there being fewer defects in the 

surface coverage of LPEI and hence protein permeation is circumvented due 

to resistance of the amide moieties arising from acylation of secondary amine 

groups 12
. 
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Figure 7.5: Diagram illustrating relative adsorption of (i) fibrinogen and (ii) lysozyme onto 

derivatized surfaces. Adsorption is measured in arbitrary units. 
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7.4.4 Pu~sedl Plasma Polymeriza~oon o1 Maleoc Anhydride 

The deposition of pulsed plasma polymers and hence the generation of 

surface-confined functional groups is important because it is not restricted by 

substrata-specific chemistries. Hence coatings of this nature can be deposited 

in a single step, independent of substrata type and geometry. 

In this instance, the retention of anhydride groups permits further 

derivatization via amination reactions, allowing additional functionalities to be 

tailored to the surface, which can then be manipulated further to manufacture 

coatings that are resistant to the adsorption of proteins. 

7.4.5 n-Poly(ethlylene glycol) 

Attaching nPEG polymer chains to the pulsed plasma polymerized maleic 

anhydride layer involved the use as toluene as the solvent. Whereas n-methyl 

pyrrolodinone could be used effectively for LPEI experiments, nPEG was 

found not to dissolve. Being a polyether, nPEG dissolved readily in polar 

solvents such as water but the disadvantage of this was that the maleic 

anhydride films are hydrolysed and the desired reaction involving the 

anhydride groups and the amine group terminating the n-PEG polymer chain 

cannot take place. Hence the nPEG polymer was dissolved in toluene at 40 

ac and the ppMA-coated substrates immersed in the reaction mixture. 

7.4.6 Linear Polyethylenimine 

Unlike nPEG, when LPEI reacts with maleic anhydride, it is not possible to 

convert the amic acid groups to imide groups due to the fact that LPEI 

consists of secondary amine groups. 

The grafting of LPEI to plasma polymerized maleic anhydride films 

results in the surface retention of hydrogen bond donor groups, which 

contribute to protein adsorption 14
. A very high proportion of these amine 

groups can however be acylated to amides with acetyl chloride as confirmed 

by the absence of amine peaks in the FTI R spectra and the presence of two 

additional carbon environments detected by XPS. In order for this reaction to 

proceed to completion, a base; in this case an equivalent of triethylamine was 

added to the reaction mixture. In this aminolysis reaction39
, acid chlorides 
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such as acetyl chloride react rapidly with amines to give amides with high 

yields, Scheme 7.4. 

2 :NH(R)2 
... + 

Scheme 7.4: The acylation of secondary amines. 

Since the reaction produces hydrochloric acid, two equivalents of the amine 

must be used; one reacts with the acetyl chloride, the other with the 

hydrochloric acid to form an ammonium salt. A base such as triethylamine can 

be used to react with the HCI. 

These coatings were found not to possess the same degree of 

resistance to adsorption of smaller proteins exhibited by films produced by 

other researchers 12
-
14

. However the methodology used to manufacture them is 

considerably more simplistic, economical and not restricted by substrate e.g. 

as in the case of thiol-gold linkages. 

Results obtained here do suggest these derivatized surfaces; in particular 

acylated LPEI-functionalized films have potential for applications where the 

non-adhesion of larger proteins and cells (which are essentially structures that 

consist of proteins) is required. For instance in forensic testing it is imperative 

to hinder contamination by bacteria. Any resistant coatings deployed for these 

purposes would need to be versatile, and cost-effective to produce. Surfaces 

coated with pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride functionalized with 

acylated linear polyethylenimine meet these criteria. 

7.5 Conclusions 

Surface coatings consisting of pulsed plasma polymerized maleic anhydride 

subsequently derivatized with an amine-terminated molecule have been 

successfully produced and characterized. Tests to show protein-resistant 

properties of these surfaces have yielded mixed results. However this 

substrate-independent, economical technique has produced films of acylated 
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polyethylenimine that exhibit high levels of resistance to the adsorption of 

larger proteins and cells, thus highlighting future potential of this methodology 

tor applications within forensic testing to prohibit contamination from cells and 

bacteria due to its relative simplicity in comparison to the self-assembled 

monolayer approach. 
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Chapter 8: Substratealndependent, Surface~confined 

Living Radical Polymerization 

8.1 Introduction 

Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) is a recognised method for 

synthesizing polymer brushes with controlled molecular weight and narrow 

polydispersity indices 1 
· 
2. Typically this approach constitutes a multi-component 

system, involving monomer, initiator (with a transferable halogen atom), and a 

catalyst (e.g. the transition metal complex copper (I) bromide dipyridyl, 

Cu(l)(bpy)2Br). The modus operandi for ATRP is that the catalyst participates in 

a halogen transfer cycle consisting of growing polymer chain deactivation and 

reactivation via reversible halogen atom transfer and abstraction respectively, 

Scheme 8.1. 

R-Br + Cu(l)bpy2Br 

Scheme 8.1: Halogen transfer cycle for atom transfer radical polymerization. 

Hence polymer chain growth can be described as "living" due to it remaining 

reactive so long as both catalyst and monomer continue to be present in the 

system. By maintaining the balance of equilibrium towards a low concentration 

of radicals, chain termination and transfer reactions are minimised. Thereby 

enabling all polymer chains to grow at the same rate to yield a narrow molecular 

weight distribution. Monomers which have been successfully polymerized by the 

ATRP technique include styrenes, acrylates, and acrylonitrile, all of which contain 

substituents capable of stabilizing propagating radicals (e.g. phenyl or carbonyl 
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groups)3
. Classes of monomer not amenable to ATRP include alkyl substituted 

alkenes (due to their low intrinsic reactivity towards radical polymerization3
). 

Potential applications for polymers prepared by ATRP include chemical 

separations where an inert polymeric resin is required (e.g. the purification of 

biotechnological products4
) and ion exchange columns (e.g. for the removal of 

toxic metal ions and radioactive materials5
). 

8.1.1 ATRP Initiators 

The main purpose of the initiator is to determine the number of growing polymer 

chains and hence the final molecular weight. If transfer and termination of the 

chains is negligible and initiation is very fast, the number of growing chains is 

equal to the amount of initiator groups present. Alkyl halides are typically used as 

ATRP initiators and the polymerization rate is first order with respect to the alkyl 

halide concentration. In order to obtain well-defined chains with a narrow 

molecular weight distribution, the halide group must be able to migrate between 

the growing chain and the transition metal catalyst. Molecular weight control is 

highest if the halide group used is bromine or chlorine although iodine has been 

found to successfully polymerize styrenes and acrylates6
. However iodine is light

sensitive and can form metal iodide complexes with the transition metal catalyst. 

Fluorine is an unsuitable choice of halide due to the fact that the carbon-fluorine 

bond is too strong for homolytic cleavage to occur. 

Alkyl halides with activating substituents on the a-carbon such as aryl, 

carbonyl or alkyl groups can be employed as ATRP initiators. Some examples of 

initiators that have been successfully utilised to initiate ATRP are halogenated 

alkenes7
, benzylic halides8

, a-haloesters9
, a-haloketones 10

, a-halonitriles 11 and 

sulfonyl halides12
. A good ATRP initiator's initiation rate should be fast compared 

to its propagation rate. 
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8.1.2 ATRP Catalysts 

The catalyst within ATRP determines the position of the atom transfer 

equilibrium. The transition metal catalyst must have two readily accessible 

oxidation states separated by one electron e.g. Cu(ll) and Cu(l). The metal 

centre must also have an affinity for halogens. A good ATRP catalyst needs to be 

highly selective for the atom transfer process and must not participate in side 

reactions. 

A wide range of transition metals have been employed for ATRP; these 

include molybdenum 13
, rhenium5

, iron 14
, rhodium (Wilkinson's catalyst) 15 and 

nickel16
• Complexes of copper have been found to be some of the most versatile 

and cost effective ATRP catalysts, which have been successfully employed in the 

polymerization of styrenes, methacrylates, acrylamides and acrylonitrile17
· 

18
. 

The ligands within an ATRP catalyst are crucial in making the catalyst 

soluble in the designated solvent used in the reaction as well as stabilizing the 

catalyst in different monomers and at different temperatures. They also assist in 

the one electron transfer process required for ATRP. Nitrogen bidentate ligands 

such as dipyridyl along with polytertiary amines and pyridyl imines are commonly 

deployed in copper-mediated ATRP10
. Metals from groups 6-10 were found to be 

effective catalysts when used in conjunction with phosphorous based ligands 

such as triphenyl phosphine5
• 

13
-
16

. 

8.1.3 ATRP Solvents and Conditions 

Many different solvents have been used for ATRP for different monomers. These 

include benzene, toluene, dimethyl formamide, N-methyl pyrrolidinone, alcohols 

and water19
• 

20
· 

21 amongst others. ATRP possesses an appreciable tolerance to 

a variety of functional groups. For example, various solvents employed in copper

mediated ATRP had no noticeable effect the control of polymerization22
. 

Polymerization rate for ATRP has been found to increase with higher 

temperatures because of an increase in radical propagation and the atom 

transfer equilibrium constant. lt has, however, been observed that chain transfer 

and side reactions have a greater chance of occurring at higher temperatures23
. 
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Catalyst solubility increases with temperature, but the disadvantage is the 

possibility of thermal decomposition of the catalyst16. The optimal temperature 

hence depends on the monomer, catalyst and the desired molecular weight. For 

example ATRP of methyl methacrylate using a copper catalyst can be carried out 

effectively at temperatures below 100 °C24· 25· 26· 27. Hence relatively low reaction 

temperatures and an extensive monomer scope are ATRP's particular 

advantages. However one notable limitation is that the catalyst needs to be 

removed from the system following the reaction. 

8.1.4 ATRP from Surfaces 

Another area gaining attention is the growth of polymer brushes onto solid 

surfaces by the ATRP technique. The underpinning reason being the high level 

of control attainable over interfacial properties such as adhesion, friction, 

resistance to corrosion, and wettabilitj8. Normally this entails immobilization of 

the initiator onto a solid substrate followed by ATRP polymer growth off the 

surface. Initiator layers have been successfully created in the past from self

assembled monolayers (SAMs, derived from either thiol-gold29· 30 or silane

coupling31· 32· 33· 34 chemistries), hydrosilyl - terminated polysiloxane chains 

reacted with 2-bromoisobutyrylbromide35, Wang resin36 (crosslinked polystyrene 

functionalized with hydroxybenzyl alcohol groups which are subsequently 

reacted with 2-bromoisobutyrylbromide), bromopropionyl derivatized Latex,37 

surface bromination 38, electrografting 39, and cellulose fibres or carbon 

nanotubes 40· 41 · 42 (where surface hydroxyl groups are reacted with 2-

bromoisobutyrylbromide). lt should be noted that each of the aforementioned 

examples of initiator generation employ substrata-specific chemistries and 

require several reaction steps. 

Furthermore, self-assembled monolayers generally provide a relatively low 

concentration of initiating groups. This results in a necessity for a sufficient 

concentration of the Cu(ll) deactivating complex to achieve a controlled 

equilibrium between dormant and active chains. The process can be described 

as a redox-initiated radical polymerization in the absence of this equilibrium2· 43. 
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An adequate concentration of the Cu(ll) complex can be rapidly attained by 

adding it to the system before commencement of the reaction44 or by the addition 

of free initiator, which reacts with the Cu(l) species to produce the active radical 

required for propagation45
. 

8.2 Aims 

The aim underlying this work is to develop a substrate - independent route for 

preparing ATRP initiator layers, Scheme 8.2. This entails deposition of well

adhered halogen-containing initiator films by pulsed plasma polymerization. 

Clearly there are a number of distinct advantages associated with 

plasmachemical functionalization, these include the fact that this approach is 

quick (single step), solventless, energy efficient, and can be applied to a whole 

host of materials and complex geometries (e.g. microspheres, fibres, tubes, 

etc.46
). 

For the purposes of this investigation, halogen-containing monomers have 

been selected for pulsed plasma polymerization in order to provide initiator 

functionalised surfaces which are amenable to ATRP, e.g. Scheme 8.2. Due to a 

comparatively high density of initiating groups present at the surface following 

pulsed plasma deposition, controlled surface-confined polymerization will be 

attempted without the addition of sacrificial initiator or copper (11) bromide 

deactivating complex. 
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Scheme 8.2: Surface ATRP using pulsed plasma deposited chlorine-containing initiator layers. 

8.3 Experimental 

8.3.1 Preparation of Surface Initiator Layer 

4-vinylbenzyl chloride (97% purity, Aldrich) or 2-bromoethylacrylate (98% purity, 

ABCR) was pulsed plasma polymerized onto silicon wafers and 

polytetrafluoroethylene strips at room temperature (20 °C) using the same 

apparatus and procedures outlined in Chapter 4. Pulse duty cycle was set to 100 

11s on, 4000 11s off and 20 1-lS on, 10,000 1-lS off for 4-vinylbenzyl chloride and 2-

bromoethylacrylate respectively. Peak power was set to 20 W for both 

precursors. The polystyrene beads were coated using the same apparatus as in 

Chapter 5. 

8.3.2 Surface-confined Living Radical Polymerization 

Atom transfer radical polymerization onto the pulsed plasma polymer coated 

silicon wafers entailed placing each substrate into a glass tube containing 0.01 M 

copper (I) bromide (98%, Aldrich), 0.03 M dipyridyl (99%, Aldrich), 0.2 M 
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methylmethacrylate (99%, Aldrich), glycidyl methacrylate (98%, Aldrich) or 

styrene (99%, Aldrich), and 3 ml of dimethyl formamide (99.9 %, Aldrich). The 

reaction tube was then immersed into an oil bath and maintained at 80°C for 

methylmethacrylate polymerizations, 50 oc for glycidyl methacrylate 

polymerizations and 120 oc for styrene polymerizations for varying time intervals. 

Upon cooling, the wafers were removed and any physisorbed impurities 

dislodged by continuous extraction in tetrahydrofuran solvent for 16 hours at 65 

oc. Due to obvious structural similarities, resulting in difficulty in distinguishing 

between plasma polymer layers and ATRP polymers; 4-vinylbenzyl chloride films 

were not employed to polymerize styrene and 2-bromoethylacrylate films not 

used to polymerize acrylates. 

Unequivocal proof that the halogen atoms present in the pulsed plasma 

polymer layer act as the initiation centres for atom transfer radical polymerization 

was obtained by running a control experiment feeding styrene instead of 4-

vinylbenzyl chloride as the precursor during pulsed plasma polymerization. The 

same ATRP protocol as outlined above was followed thereafter. 

The ATRP grafted polymethylmethacrylate, poly(glycidyl methacrylate) and 

polystyrene layers were characterized by XPS and FTI R techniques as 

previously described in Chapter 3. Film thickness measurements entailed 

cryogenic microtone cross-sectioning of the coated substrate (Leica model RM 

2165) followed by metallization of 10 nm gold layer onto the surface and then 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (Cambridge Instruments model 

8240). The living nature of these surfaces was exemplified by varying the 

polymerization time (1-8 hours) whilst measuring the polymer layer thickness 

using reflectometry. This entailed experiments where a lower concentration of 

methylmethacrylate (0.1 M) was added to the reaction mixture in order to yield 

thinner films (i.e. more accurately determinable by the reflectometry technique). 

8.3.3 Polymeragrafted Microscopic Beads 

The wide-scale applicability of this ATRP methodology was demonstrated by 

coating polystyrene beads (80 !Jm diameter, Biosearch Technologies One) with a 
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pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride layer and subsequently ATRP 

grafting polymethylmethacrylate (40 hours polymerization time). These polymer 

brush-functionalized microspheres were then sprinkled on top of a thin layer of 

molten thermoplastic adhesive (Tempfix, Agar Scientific) which had been spread 

onto an aluminium plate (1 x 1 cm). Cooling to room temperature immobilized 

these beads into the adhesive surface. Thin slices were taken off the top of the 

exposed polymer microspheres by mounting this plate onto a cryogenic 

microtone to reveal cross-sections. Throughout this cutting procedure, the 

temperature of the substrate holder and knife was kept below -20 oc whilst the 

surrounding chamber temperature was maintained at -90 oc. The 

polymethylmethacrylate layer thickness enveloping the beads was measured by 

scanning electron microscopy. 

8.3.4 Microscopic Polymer Arrays 

Micropatterned arrays of atom transfer radical polymerized glycidyl methacrylate 

(a reactive polymer amenable to derivatization47
) were produced by embossing a 

nickel grid (Agar, 2000 mesh nickel corresponding to 7.5 11m square holes 

separated by 5 11m) into polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) slides (1.5 cm x 1.0 cm). 

The exposed PTFE pixels were activated by exposure to a 50 W argon plasma 

pre-treatment for 20 min followed by pulsed plasma polymerization of 4-

vinylbenzyl chloride. The embossed grid was then lifted off the surface to leave 

behind well-defined pixels of ATRP initiator. ATRP polymerization entailed 

immersion of the microarray into a glass tube containing the catalyst solution 

employed previously and 0.2 M glycidyl methacrylate (the reactive pendant 

epoxide groups can be further derivatized with a fluorescent dye). Dissolved 

gases were removed by several freeze-pump-thaw cycles. Polymerization was 

carried out in an oil bath at 50 oc for 12 hours. 

Next, the PTFE slides were removed, rinsed in dimethyl formamide, and the 

microarrays fluorescently tagged by reacting the glycidyl methacrylate polymer 

epoxide groups with a solution of cresyl violet perchlorate fluorescent dye (5 mg 

cresyl violet perchlorate per litre of de-ionized water) for 1 hour at room 
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temperature and washing in de-ionized water. A fluorescence microscope 

system (LABRAM, Tobin Yvon Ltd) was then used to map the functionalized 

ATRP microarray. This entailed focussing 590 nm wavelength light onto the 

sample surface through the microscope objective and collecting the 

corresponding fluorescence signal whilst simultaneously scanning the surface 

with a computerized x-y translation stage moving in 1.0 11m steps. 

8.3.5 Block Copolymerization 

Finally growth of an ATRP polystyrene-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) block 

copolymer was attempted by pulsed plasma deposition of 4-vinylbenzyl chloride 

followed by ATRP of styrene (0.1 M), with a polymerization time of 2 hours. The 

films were subjected to washing in DMF followed by ATRP of glycidyl 

methacrylate (0.1 M) at varying time intervals (1-6 hours) using the same 

reaction protocol outlined previously with the addition of copper (11) bromide 

(99%, Aldrich) (0.005 M). Film thicknesses were determined with reflectometry. 

8.4 Results and Discussion 

8.4.1 Analysis with X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

XPS characterization of the deposited pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl 

chloride and 2-bromoethylacrylate layers indicates that film stoichiometries are in 

close agreement with the predicted theoretical values for complete functional 

retention, Table 8.1. The corresponding high resolution C(1 s) XPS spectra of the 

pulsed plasma 4-vinylbenzyl chloride layer indicates the presence of three types 

of carbon environment48
: carbon bonded to hydrogen within an aromatic ring 

(binding energy = 284.75 eV), carbon bonded to carbon or hydrogen (285.0 eV), 

and carbon bonded to a chlorine atom 287.05 eV). An aromatic shake-up peak 

can also be observed at -291.5 eV, Figure 8.1 (a). Absence of any Si(2p) signal 

from the silicon substrate in both instances confirms complete coverage by the 

plasma polymer film, Table 8.1. 
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The C(1 s) spectrum of the ATRP grafted polymethylmethacrylate layer is 

consistent with four different carbon environments: carbon singly bonded to 

hydrogen (285.0 eV), carbon adjacent to a carbonyl group (285.7 eV), carbon 

singly bonded to oxygen ( 286.45 eV), and the ester carbon (289.1 eV), Figure 

8.1 (b). In the case of poly(glycidyl methacrylate) five carbon environments are 

observed: carbon singly bonded to hydrogen (285.0 eV), carbon adjoining a 

carbonyl group (285.7 eV), carbon singly bonded to oxygen (286.45 eV), carbon 

within an epoxide group (287.2 eV) and the carbonyl carbon (289.1 eV), Figure 

8.1(c). 

The C(1 s) spectrum of pulsed plasma polymerized 2-bromoethylacrylate 

exhibits five carbon environments: carbon bonded to hydrogen (285.0 eV), 

carbon adjoining a carbonyl group (285.7 eV), carbon bonded to bromine (285.75 

eV) carbon singly bonded to oxygen (286.45 eV), and carbon within a carbonyl 

group (289.1 eV), Figure 8.2(a). In the instance of ATRP-polymerized 

polystyrene, two carbon environments are present; carbon bonded to hydrogen 

within an aromatic ring (284.75 eV) and carbon bonded to hydrogen (285.0 eV), 

Figure 8.2(b). The characteristic aromatic TT-TT* shake-up satellite of polystyrene 

can be observed at -291.5 eV. 
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Figure 8.1: XPS C(1 s) spectra of: (a) pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride, (b) ATRP 

grafted polymethylmethacrylate and (c) ATRP grafted poly(glycidyl methacrylate) onto a pulsed 

plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride layer. 
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Figure 8.2: XPS C(1s) spectra of: (a) pulsed plasma polymerized 2-bromoethylacrylate, (b) ATRP 

grafted polystyrene onto a pulsed plasma polymerized 2-bromoethylacrylate layer. 
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XPS stoichiometric analysis provides additional evidence for the ATRP growth of 

polymethylmethacrylate, polystyrene and poly(glycidyl methacrylate) on the 

surface, Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1: XPS stoichiometries of pulsed plasma polymerized vinylbenzyl chloride and 2-

bromoethylacrylate (Plasma VBC and BEA), ATRP grafted polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), 

ATRP grafted polystyrene (PS) and ATRP grafted poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA). 

Substrate %C %0 %Cl %Br 

Plasma VBC Theoretical 90 0 10 -

Measured 89 ± 1 0 11 ± 1 -

Plasma BEA Theoretical 63 25 - 12 

Measured 65 24 - 11 

ATRP PMMA Theoretical 72 28 Trace -

Measured 75±2 25 ±2 <0.1 -

ATRP PS Theoretical 100 0 - Trace 

Measured 100 0 - <0.1 

ATRP PGMA Theoretical 70 30 Trace -

Measured 68 32 <0.1 -
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8.4.2 Analysis with IFourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

Fourier transform infrared spectra of the pulsed plasma polymerized vinylbenzyl 

chloride layer displays a loss of the vinyl carbon-carbon double bond stretch at 

1630 cm·1 (B), Table 8.2 and Figure 8.3. Whilst the para-substituted benzene ring 

stretches at 1603 cm·1 (C) and 1495 cm·1 (D) remain intact These observations 

are demonstrative of conventional polymerization reaction pathways proceeding 

during the plasma duty cycle off-period. The marked similarity between the 

infrared spectra of commercially available polymethylmethacrylate (Aidrich, 1 x 

106 MW) and ATRP grafted polymethylmethacrylate onto plasma polymerized 

vinylbenzyl chloride surfaces confirms that ATRP has taken place (e.g. the C=O 

ester stretch at 1730 cm·1 (A) is a signature peak of polymethylmethacrylate). 

FTIR analysis of ATRP poly(glycidyl methacrylate) details a peak at 1730 

cm·1 (A) representative of the carbonyl group and peaks at 908 cm·1 (I) and 840 

cm·1 (J) corroborating structural retention of epoxide groups, Figure 8.4(e). 

Absence of a carbon double bond stretch at 1630 cm·1 (B) verifies polymerization 

of glycidyl methacrylate. 

The infrared spectrum of 2-bromoethylacrylate monomer, Figure 8.4(a) 

contains a characteristic carbonyl stretch at 1730 cm·1 (A) and a C=C double 

bond stretch at 1630 cm·1 (B), Table 6.2. The carbonyl stretch is still evident 

following pulsed plasma polymerization of 2-bromoethylacrylate onto a silicon 

substrate, whilst the alkene stretch (B) can not be detected, thereby 

authenticating structural retention and polymerization, Figure 8.4(b). ATRP of 

styrene gives rise to the emergence of aromatic ring stretches at 1603 (C) and 

1495 cm·1 (D) attributable to polymer chain growth at the surface, Figure 8.4(d), 

which displays a marked similarity to commercially available polystyrene, Figure 

8.4(e). 
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Figure 8.3: FTIR spectra of: (a) 4-vinylbenzyl chloride monomer; (b) pulsed plasma polymerized 

4-vinylbenzyl chloride; (c) ATRP grafted polymethylmethacrylate onto pulsed plasma polymerized 

4-vinylbenzyl chloride; (d) commercially available polymethylmethacrylate; (e) ATRP grafted 

poly(glycidyl methacrylate) onto pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride; and (f) 

glycidyl methacrylate monomer. 
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Figure 8.4: FTIR spectra of: (a) 2-bromoethylacrylate monomer; (b) pulsed plasma polymerized 2-

bromoethylacrylate; (c) ATRP grafted polystyrene onto pulsed plasma polymerized 2-

bromoethylacrylate; and (d) commercially available polystyrene. 
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Table 8.2: FTIR absorbance assignments for initiator precursors (VBC and BEA), pulsed plasma 

polymerized initiators (Plasma VBC, BEA), ATRP grafted polymer layers (ATRP PMMA, PS and 

PGMA), commercially sourced polymethylmethacrylate and polystyrene (sourced PMMA and PS) and 

glycidyl methacrylate monomer (GMA). 

Vibration VBC Plasma BEA Plasma VBC- Sou reed BEA- Sou reed VBC-

VBC BEA ATRP PMMA ATRP PS ATRP 

PMMA PS PGMA 

A: C=O stretch, * * * * * * 

1730 cm-1 

B: C=C stretch, * * 

1630 cm-1 

C: Aromatic ring * * * * * * 

stretch, 1603 cm- 1 

D: Aromatic ring * * * * * * 

stretch, 1490 cm- 1 

E: CH2 symmetric * * * * * * * * * 

stretch 1445 cm- 1 

F: C-H (in CH3 * * * 

group) stretch, 

1387 cm- 1 

G: CH2 wag * . 
(CH2CI), 

1266 cm-1 

H: C-0-C stretch, * . . . * * 

1140 cm-1 

1: Epoxide * 

antisymmetric 

stretch, 908 cm-1 

J: Epoxide * 

symmetric stretch, 

840 cm-1 

A control experiment employing a layer of pulsed plasma polymerized styrene 

was not found to undergo ATRP of methylmethacrylate, thereby highlighting the 

necessity of the halogen group for the initiator species as depicted in Scheme 

8.1. 
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8.4.3 Analysis with Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Cross-section analysis by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of ATRP grafted 

polymethylmethacrylate onto plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride clearly 

shows the respective layers, Figure 8.5. In this case, the 700 nm thickness 

measured by SEM for the plasma polymer layer is consistent with the 650 nm 

value obtained by the reflectometry technique prior to the ATRP grafting of 

polymethylmethacrylate. 

PMMA Layer 

"' pppVBC Layer ------t~ 

Silicon Wafer 

Figure 8.5: SEM micrograph of cross-section showing underlying silicon wafer, pulsed plasma 

polymerized vinylbenzyl chloride (pppVBC, 700 nm) , and ATRP grafted polymethylmethacrylate 

layer (PMMA, 1.2 11m) (ATRP reaction time = 40 hours). 
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Similarly, SEM images of vinylbenzyl chloride pulsed plasma polymer coated 80 

11m polystyrene microspheres which had then been subjected to ATRP clearly 

show the grafted polymethylmethacrylate layer, Figure 8.6. 

50 11m 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8.6: SEM cross-section of: (a) uncoated 80 11m polystyrene microsphere and (b) 

polystyrene microsphere coated with 200 nm pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride 

followed by ATRP grafting of polymethylmethacrylate (1.2 11m thickness) . The size of the cross

section depends upon the depth at which the polymer bed has been sliced. 

8.4.4 Living Radical Polymerization 

In order to demonstrate the "living" nature of ATRP grafted 

polymethylmethacrylate films, reflectometry thickness measurements were 

undertaken on 150 nm thick vinylbenzyl chloride pulsed plasma polymer films as 

a function of different ATRP time intervals, Figure 8.7. The grafted 

polymethylmethacrylate layer thickness (hence the polymer's molecular weight) 

is found to increase linearly in proportion to reaction time, thereby proving that 

the ATRP process is living. Polymerization is found to occur only at the surface; 

polymerization in solution is not observed. 
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Figure 8.7: Variation of ATRP grafted polymethylmethacrylate layer thickness grown off 150 nm 

pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride versus ATRP reaction time. 
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8.4.5 ATRP Microarray 

A pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride initiator microarray (squares 

of 7.5 11m width separated by 5 11m gaps) was deposited onto a PTFE substrate 

through an embossed metal grid. ATRP grafting of poly(glycidyl methacrylate) 

followed by reaction with aqueous cresyl violet perchlorate fluorescent dye 

solution confirms the wide-scale applicability of this approach. Clearly the 

pendant epoxide groups contained in the poly(glycidyl methacrylate) brushes are 

potentially suitable for a host of different derivatization chemistries. 
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Figure 8.8: Fluorescence micrograph of 7.5 11m pixels of ATRP grafted poly(glycidyl methacrylate) 

onto pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl chloride and then tagged using fluorescent cresyl 

violet perchlorate. 
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8.4.6 formation of a Block Copolymer 

One notable advantage of this methodology is that the addition of Cu(ll) complex 

or sacrificial initiator is not required to attain linear, controlled growth of polymer 

chains for growth of an initial polymer layer onto plasma polymer surfaces. This 

can be attributable to the relatively high concentration of surface-bound initiating 

groups within the plasma polymer coating in comparison to previously employed 

self-assembled monolayers. However attempts to grow a second polymer layer 

of poly(glycidyl methacrylate) without additional deactivating species or sacrificial 

initiator exhibits an insufficient level of control on polymer chain growth, which 

can be ascribed to a now relatively low density of initiator groups situated on the 

chain ends of the pre-grafted ATRP polystyrene layer. 

The addition of copper (11) bromide to the polymerization mixture prior to 

reaction commencement helps to ensure a sufficient retention of end group 

functionalities to initiate the second block copolymer49
. lt is also found to yield 

controlled linear growth of the second polymer layer with respect to reaction time, 

which could not be achieved in previous attempts, Figure 8.9. An excess of 

deactivating groups results in substantial suppression of chain termination and 

transfer, allowing polymer chains to grow at the same rate, yielding a high degree 

of control of molecular weight. 
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Figure 8.9: Variation of ATRP grafted polystyrene-poly(glycidyl methylmethacrylate) block 

copolymer layer thickness grown off 150 nm film of pulsed plasma polymerized 4-vinylbenzyl 

chloride versus ATRP reaction time. 
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The results obtained in this work have shown that ATRP grafting of polymer 

brushes in the aforementioned manner could quite easily be adapted for many 

applications, including novel adhesives, gas separation membranes 50
, fillers 51

, 

the immobilisation of biological molecules, biocompatible surfaces 52
, and hybrid 

nanomaterials (e.g. coated magnetic nanoparticles53
). 

8.5 Conclusions 

The synthesis of polymer brushes onto a range of different substrates and 

geometries has been demonstrated for the first time by the deployment of pulsed 

plasmachemical methods. This entails plasmachemical functionalization of solid 

surfaces with halogen containing initiator moieties followed by conventional 

ATRP growth of polymer brushes from these sites. 

The versatility of this technique has been exemplified by the production of 

polymer-coated beads, derivatized polymer microarrays and block copolymers. 

The controlled, linear growth of an initial polymer layer has been made possible 

without the addition of sacrificial initiator or the Cu(II)Br2 catalyst. These facets 

along with the minimisation of the number of reaction step required to generate a 

layer of initiator, demonstrate the clear advantages of this method over currently 

utilised approaches of surface-initiated living radical polymerization. 
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Chapter 9: General Conclusions 

lt has been shown in this work that a wide range of precursors can be 

successfully deposited onto a variety of substrates by pulsed plasma 

polymerization. These films can be further manipulated to fit an extensive range 

of desired applications, demonstrating the versatility of this technique in the 

treatment of surfaces. 

Chapter three details a one-step, substrate independent route to a thermally 

responsive n-isopropylacrylamide coating. lt also exemplifies that by varying 

pulse parameters and peak power of the plasma; it is possible to successfully 

deposit films that exhibit fully-reversible adsorption of proteins with changing 

temperature; a facet that can not be achieved with previous continuous wave 

methods. These films show excellent potential for the cell culture and tissue 

engineering industries due to the simplicity and efficiency of this process. 

Chapters four and six outline methods of surface-initiated polymerization 

from pulsed plasma polymers. Following a pulsed plasma polymerization step, 

surfaces can be subsequently derivatized by reaction of the films in solution to 

incorporate a new functionality. In the case of free radical polymerization, a 

dialkyldiazene can be tailored to pulsed plasma polymerized glycidyl 

methacrylate, whereas for quasi-living photo-initiated polymerization, an iniferter 

group is attached to pulsed plasma polymerized halogen-containing monomers. 

Polymer chains of acrylates, acrylamides and styrenes can then be grafted from 

these treated substrates. These methods have provided a significant 

improvement to previously methods of surface polymerization due the fact that 

they are not restricted by substrate chemistries and are achievable in a minimum 

number of reaction stages. 

Halogenated films utilised for photo-initiated polymerization can also be 

employed without further derivatization as initiators for surface-confined atom 

transfer radical polymerization. Atom transfer radical polymerization at surfaces 

is currently an extensively researched field where a variety of substrates and 
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strategies have been investigated. This method has yielded a surface layer of 

initiating groups in the just reaction step and the density of initiating groups 

present has effectively made one of the polymerization components redundant 

for growth of an initial polymer layer. This approach is not restricted by substrate 

or geometry and can be successfully deployed to generate microscopic arrays of 

polymer brushes and block copolymers, which have potential applications as ion 

exchange resins and gas separation membranes. 

Additional uses for pulsed plasma polymers involve the functionalization of 

amine-containing films with a palladium catalyst, thus making the substrate 

amenable to electrodeless deposition of transition metals. Arrays of atomic 

copper and nickel are formed in a greatly reduced number of reaction steps 

compared to existing methodologies, highlighting the importance of this 

technique for the electronic circuit industry. 

Lastly pulsed plasma polymer films of maleic anhydride can be derivatized 

with protein resistant groups such as acylated polyethylenimine providing a 

surface that prevents contamination from bacteria and cells because of its 

inherent non-fouling properties. This method was found to be most effective for 

the repulsion of larger biological species and is far more economical than 

previously-described self-assembled monolayer techniques, which incorporated 

gold substrates. 

In most instances, experiments carried out during the course of this work 

have shown a marked improvement on existing methods of surface modification. 

For example many methodologies are restricted by substrate-specific chemistries 

such as the ''thiols linked to gold" route and this has been overcome. Additionally, 

techniques developed in this research have significantly reduced the number of 

reaction steps and the amounts of reagents required to attain the desired result. 

The versatility of plasma deposition for a range of applications has been 

successfully demonstrated by this work. 
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9.1 Further Work 

Recommendations for improvements and modifications for this work would 

include the following: 

);> Further demonstration of the suitability of ppNIPAAm films for tissue 

growth by the culturing of cells onto treated surfaces such as ppNIPAAm

coated Petri dishes. 

);> Enhanced control and understanding over the kinetics of the metal 

deposition process, leading to the ability to produce smaller arrays of 

metal i.e. below 500 11m. 

~ The acquisition of an nPEG molecule with only 4-5 repeat units, followed 

by attachment to pulsed plasma deposited poly(maleic anhydride) 

surfaces. This should result in few gaps between the polymer chains and 

hence a greater tendency to repel smaller protein molecules such as 

lysozyme. 

~ The acquisition and successful pulsed plasma polymerization of protein 

resistant monomers such as (polyethyleneglycol)methacrylate. Hence bio

inert surfaces could be achievable in one reaction stage. 

~ Providing a copper mesh with apertures smaller than 7.5 11m can be 

obtained, smaller arrays of polymer brushes could be generated by 

surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymer from plasmachemically

deposited initiating groups. 
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